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ABSTRÀCT

There are several reasons for rural to

urban mi-

gration and the development of urban squatter settlements in Third 9.forId cities.
Each year riverbank erosion in Bangladesh causes many people to
become homeless. Serajganj District
on the bank
of the Jamuna River is one of the worst effected
areas in the country for this problem. Every year
a large number of riverbank erosion displacees
from the rural- areas migrate to Serajganj town and
settle in squatter settlements. Considering these
circumstances, the present study investigates this
problem with special emphasis on the social, economic and physical adjustment of the squatter population in Serajganj.
Using systematic random sampling,- a questionnaire

survey was administered to 207 households from
three major squatter concentrations in Serajganj
town. The results of the survey provide the primary data base for the analysis of levels of adapt.ation experienced by displacees"
The study reveals that the standard of living of the squatter

population in Serajganj is inferior to that experienced in their previous rural life.
General-ly, there is strong evidence to indicate that displacees are not adapting to their urban environment" AppaIling economic conditions, poor health
status and the local authorities' apathetic attitude and oppressive treatment towards the squatters, were some of the significant findings.
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PREFACE

The plight of the rural poor in much of Bangladesh is ex-

a disaster which regularly
claims valuable agriculLural Land and displaces milIions.
with this consideration, the International Development Research Centre (ronC), Ottawa is funding a project which
seeks to develop a means of forecasting further erosion 1ocations and, in para1Ie1, examine the circumstances and predicament of the displaced population, The projecL, known as
the Riverbank Erosion Impact Study (RefS), wiIl provide Bangladesh authorities with a more comprehensive appreciation
of the dimensions and implications of this problem, and will
act as a foundation for policy development.
acerbated by riverbank erosion,

project drawing on the expertise of both physical and social scientists"
It also
constitutes collaborative research between Jahangirnagar
University, Bangladesh and University of ManiLoba, Canada"
Through the projecÈ, Canadian researchers have travelled to
Bangladesh for field work and several Bangladeshi students
are current,ly studying here at the University of Manitoba.
REIS is a three-year project concluding in Dhaka in August
1987 with an international symposium on the impacts of rivREIS is an interdisciplinary

erbank erosion.

-vl

The current thesis

represents only a small component of
responsible for examining those riverbank ero-

is
sion displacees who migrate to the district town of Serajganj. The urban research was carried out jointly by this
writer and Md" Ziarat Hossain, a graduate student from Jahangirnagar University.
Hossain's thesis is currently in
the writing-phase and his research emphasis is the investigation of the processes that activate the displacees' urban
migration. Hossain is examining the differences between
those who remain in the rural areas, after displacement, and
those who come to Serajganj. Also, he is investigating the
nature of the relationship urban displacees retain with
their past rural life.
The data for Hossain's thesis and
for this thesis were derived from the same jointly administered quest ionna i re-survey "
REIS and

Charles Greenberg
September 22, 1986
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTTON

1"1

THEORETI CAL BACKGROUND

À dominant feature of the Third World is that the population is predominantly rural by nature, yet growth of urban

areas appears to be occurring at raLes unprecedented in
world hist.ory. Urbanization in the Third World is taking
place at a much faster rate than the growth of urban populations ever did in Europe. In the second half of the nineteenth century, during its period of fastest urban growth,
Europe achieved average annual gains of 2.1 percent (Mccee,
1971i 14). In comparison, the Third World is currently experiencing urban growth at rates between 4 and 8 percent annually, which translates to a doubling time for some cities
every 10 to 15 years (Mccee, 1971; 14) " At the same time,
rural areas in some developing countries are averaging annual growth rates of less than 1"0 percent (Donohue, 1982i
23) " This current "urban revolution" represents a predicted
increase of 253 percent to the urban populat.ion of developing countries between 1975 and 2000. In raw numbers this
means that 1 "28 billion people will
be added to Third World
cities: an increase from 838 million urban dwellers in 1975
Lo 2"12 biltion in 2000 (Donohue, 1982; 35). Both natural
-1
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increase and migration are responsible for this growth, with
the Iatter accounting for 40 percent (United Nations, 1980;

" Out of the expected 1 "28 billion new urban dwellers in
the last quarter of this century, approximately 512 million
(tlre population of the United States and the Soviet Union
combined), wiIl be migrants from the ruraf areas.
23)

In order t.o understand why this rural-urban migration is
occurring at such unprecedented levels, one must examine the
economic basis of the urbanization process" As with Europe's experience, the principal cause for migration is the
universal shift from agricultural to non-agricultural economles.
The decision to migrate is usually triggered by
"push-pul1" conditions in a new and changing economic environment. Davis gave some explanation on how the emergence
of a new economic order stimulates migration:
...the demand for agricultural is less elastic
than the demand for services and manufactures" As
productivity groÌ.rs, services and manufactures can
absorb more manporl'er by paying higher wages
Àt the same time, âs agricultural technology is
improved, capital costs in farming rise and manpower becomes not only less needed but also economically less burdensome (Davis, 1968; 13).
In sum, the decreasing utility and diminishing financial
reward for labour in rural areas, coupled with greater opportunity and improved economic conditions in urban areas
creates the "push-pulI" foundation, the backbone of urbanization. However, unlike past rural-urban migration in Europe, Third World migration is not happening as a timely re-
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sponse to

growth ot. urban employment opportunities (Haque,

1984), The result is large scale urban unemployment and underemployment

"

Ever since Ravenstein (1885) began to seek laws of

human

migration, social scientists have attempted to formulate a
social mandate to predict, limit and control the regularity
and frequency of migration.
In the context of rural-urban
migration, the studies over time have been voluminous, yet
there is no single model which is able to predict anð,/or
limit this mass rural exodus.
The migration flow has been
so heavy, that urban areas have not been able to economicalIy absorb aI1 incoming migrants. Consequently the Third
9lorld cities are faced with innumerable problems. Some obvious problems associated with rapid urban population growth
include lack of housing and services, unemployment, illegal
squatting, crime, overcrowding and the emergence of a dangerous dualistic society. The failure of Third WorId cities
to industrialize at a pace greater than the in-migration of
population results in severe unemployment and underemployment" The consequences of slow industrialization coupled
r+ith rapid in-rnigration causes the city's tertiary sector to
expand in excess of what is needed. Hence, cities become
overcrowded with hawkers, vendors, drivers (rickshaw/trishaw), government clerks, petty shopkeepers and other lowlevel service-related jobs" Those who are employed, work
Iong hours for low wages, and thus poverty becomes endemic.

4

Yet despite widespread and continually growing urban poverty, cities continue to grow daily from both natural increase
and in-migration.

The emergence of urban agglomerations brings rise to
slums and squatter settlements.
Sl-ums are overcrowded
squalid districts of a city inhabited by poor people"
Squatter settlements, on the other hand, represent similar
housing conditions but the land that the housing sits upon
is not owned by the inhabitants" Sguatting is generally
recognized as an illegal act, but city officials are usually
tolerant of it, due to the lack of alternative housing" A
distinctive element of all Third WorId cities is the drastic
increase in the proportion of their population that is
forced to live in such impoverished settlements. Despite
the implementation of resettlement programà'in many Third
World cities,
slum and squatter populations show no sign of
declining and in fact are generally growing at a rate faster
than that of total city population (Jackson, 1979:- 24) "
UIack (1978; 536) suggests that slums and squatter settlements can be viewed in two ways. First,
such settl-ements
are a negative feature of urban life: they are a mere extension of rural areas and are more of a hindrance than a benPauperization spreads from the squatter settlement.s
efit.
to the rest of the city, and are therefore described as the
"slums of despair."

5

A second vie¡¡ suggests that squatter settlements play an
important role in urban developmenL since their residents
eventually become integrated into the rest of the city.
Squatter settlements provide cheap accommodation for newly
arriving migrants and thus allow for greater personal savings" This view refers to the settlements as "slums of
hope. "

the major driving force for
rural to urban migration is economic disparity" In some inst,ances economic conditions may be satisfactory, or at least
not the cause of the population movement, but the population
is forced to migrate. The experience of being forcibly uprooted and relocated is termed "invol-untary migration," and
it may be stimulated by such factors as natural disaster and
political persecution "
As has already been stated,

Tt is useful at this stage to define "migration." Mangalam's (1968) aefinition is well accepted:
Migration is a relatively permanent moving alray of
a collectivity,
called migrants, from one geographical location to another, preceded by decision-making on the part of the migrants on the basis of a hierarchically ordered set of values or
valued ends and resulting in changes in the interactional system of the migrants"
this definition it can be assumed that migration results from some degree of relative deprivation. People move
to satisfy unfulfilled needs or desires. Within this context Peterson's (1958) migration theory can further lead to
From
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a better differentiation between voluntary and involuntary
migration. Peterson broke migration down into five broad
classes, primitive, forced, impe1led, free and mass. "Free"
migration obviously is voluntary and "mass" migration, which
is usually voluntary, may not be in some instances. He distinguishes between "forced" and "impe1led" by suggesting
that in "forced" migrations the migrants have no choice concerning their move, while in " impelLed" migration, some
measure of choice is retained,
however, in both cases the
migrant is passive, offering IittIe opposition or resistance
due to Lhe harsh socio-political institutions
that demand
and direct the prevailing situation"
Peterson defined four
types of forced and impetled migration: flight,
displacement, the slave trade and the coolie trade. His concept of
"flight" is best represented by migration of refugees, while
"displacement" eguates with the planned removal of population by the state. Another Lype of migration that Peterson
and most other migration theorists have neglected to consider is migration resulting from naturaf hazard. Earthquakes,
volcanoes, drought, famine and flooding are examples of when
migration may occur due to natural hazards. It is natural
hazard migration which comprises the central theme of this
thesis. Migrations such as Peterson' s "flight" and "displacement," as well as migration due to disaster can be collectivity associated with refugees. This association is evident in Kunz's (1973) definition of refugees:
It is the reLuctance to uproot oneself, and the
absence of positive original motivations to settle

elsewhere which characterizes all
refugee
decisions and distinguishes the refugee from the
voluntary migrant "
In a definitive context the refugee is synonymous with
the involuntary migrant, although existing literature on migration has generally reserved the use of "refugee" for
situations of political persecution. Therefore, throughout
the following Èhesis the terms involuntary migrants or displacees will be used in its place. Further to Kunz's definition, another important distinguishing condition is the
absence on the part of the involuntary migrant of a desire
to depart their place of residence. They are people who
would have remained in their original place under prevailing
earlier conditions, but due to threatening circumstances
they are forced to escape and relocate.
a migration has occurred, migrants face the stresses
of relocation. There is considerable literature concerning
the human conseguences of migration: Eisenstadt ('1 954 ) ,
Fried (1970), Kunz (1981 ) and Hirschman (1982). Because migrations involve crossing various social, cultural and economic boundaries, nev¡ stimuli and opportunities coupled with
threats of the unknown leave migrants in an altered psychological state" The levels of adaptations that migrants undergo eventually determine their success or failure in terms
of economic absorption and cultural inLegration. Brody's
(1970ì 14) definition of migrant adaptation suggested the
importance of coming into agreement with the new environment . He st.ated:
Once

I
Adaptation in the psychological sense refers to
the process of establishing and maintaining a rel-

atively stable reciprocal relationship with the
environment. For human beings this means the human, social or interpersonal environment
Adapting to the new environment is not an automatic pro-

cess. Talent, personality, social- status, €conomic conditions, and the degree to which migrants make themselves
flexible to the new environment all determine the rate of
adaptation" Brody went on to state, "oo, the migration may
most usefully be considered not as an act, but as a process." Included in Lhis process would also be the potential
prejudices that migrants experience.
Discrimination at
place of destination can severely restrain the overall adaptation and lead to psychological and social- problems"

1.2

THE PROBLEM OF RIVERBANK EROSION

The theme of this thesis is involuntary migration result-

ing from natural- disaster" Riverbank erosion is a persistent problem in the country of Bangladesh (figure 1 .1 ) which
causes displacement of hundreds of thousands of people annua1Iy.
with over 100 million people living in an area
144,000 km.2, one-third the size of Manitoba (figure 1.2),
Bangladesh is one of t.he most overcrowded nations in the
world, It is also one of the world's least developed. Population density exceeds 600 persons per sguare kilometre and
over 1000 per square kilometre of cultivable land (de

FIG{.JRE'l.I: Bangladesh ä¡"¡d flråeighbouring Countries
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Vylder, 1982; xi)"
Per capita income is only $120" U.S.
Nearly 90 percent of the population live in rural areas and
the widespread poverty is one of Bangladesir's major national
concerns (lslam, 1978i 4)" Àpproximately 50 percent of all
rural households are funcLionally landless, owning less than
0,2 hectares each (de Vy1der; 10)" According to one survey
(Jansen, 1979) , about half the peopi-e who are landless today
have lost their land during the last two decades, which indicates the severe frequency of natural disasters" Thus,
much of the rural population is who11y dependent on increasingly meagre landholdings that occupy the deltaic plain that
covers most of Bangladesh" The process of riverbank erosion
along the Jamuna River (Brahmaputra) is manifested from a
combination of physical elements. Basically, the unconsolidated nature of riverbank sediments, coupled with extreme
flood levels during the annual monsoons result. in enormous
river course shifts and widespread bank erosion (Haque &
Hossain, 1984t 3)" Às their valuable land is washed away,
the effected rural peasant population is displaced. The
displacees have four options open to them. Firstly,
they
can migrate elsewhere within the rural sector, This decision is based on the availability
of land for purchase or
lease and whether they have relatives elsewhere in the rural
areas, Secondly, displacees who have no ability to purchase
land elsewhere, often settle/squaL on the flood protection
embankments which are regularly found along the banks of the
river. Thirdly, the few wealthier displacees, through force

12

and/or patronage frequently recei ve access to depositional
or newly emerged land. Last1y, some displacees migrate to
nearby urban centres. It is this final option that witl be
examined in this thesis"
wiLh few or no possessions, and with no urban skills, entire househoLds relocate to already overcrowded urban cen-

tres. They have no alternative but to seek refuge in squalor ridden squatter settlements often referred to as
"Bastees". Throughout Bangladesh, urban centres are all
characterized by substantial squatter settlements, and many
of these are populated by riverbank erosion displacees"
These nev/ urban residents, having experienced a sudden and
traumatic uprooting and relocation, must now attempt to cope
with the consequent stresses of dispJ-acement and the need to
adapt to a new and radically different environment.
This study will examine the riverbank erosion displacees
currently squatting in one particular city, Serajganj. Located roughly in the centre of the country on the bank of
the Jamuna, Serajganj receives a continual inflow of riverbank erosion victims from the surrounding rural areas. Of
Sera jgan j's total population of approximately 10,000, it is
estimated that approximately 5,500 are displacees,
This
study examines the squatters' adjustment, role and plight in
the urban environment of Serajganj.
'1
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1"3

OBJECTTVES

Specifically, this study aims to yield information on the
following issues:
1.

¿.

3"

4"

To establish the demographic and socio-economic

com-

position of riverbank erosion displacees in the
squatter settlements of Serajganj;
To compare standards of living experienced by the
displacees before and after displacement;
To assess the extent to which displacees have been
urbanized, using other city residents for comparison;
To evaluate the extent to which length of residence
affects the displacees socio-economic adaptation.

In discussing the above issues,
four hypotheses wilI be
tested, namely:
Hypothesis 1: Length of residence has little
or no effect
upon occupational mobility and subsequent standard of Iiving.

Lipset (1959) suggests that the cities of the industrialized western world provide a favourable environment for ocThe
cupational and social mobility for urban migrants.
longer their length of residence, the greater is their economic mobility.
Studying Malay migrants in Kua1a Lumpur,
McGee (1971¡ 170) tested Lipset's postulate and found that
migrants remain remarkably stable in their occupations and
status" This postulate wilI be applied to Serajganj displacees

"
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Hvpothesis 2z Riverbank erosion displacees are heavily
dependent on the urban informal sector for employment and
consequently are poorly paid.
Since urbanization proceeds at a rate faster than the
growth of manufacturing, many urban migrants are forced to
seek employment in the underpaid informal sector.

Thus, the

informal sector is growing at an exceedingly fast pace
(Mccee , 1971 i 27)
Hypothesis 3: Despite potentially greater access to medical
services, the overall health conditions of displacees have
declined drastically.
"

Relocation subjects migrants to intense stress. Scudder
(1968ì 171) found that people displaced by the creation of

lakes in Africa suffered serious heaLth problems
following relocation.
In the context of Serajganj, overcrowded and unhygienic conditions of squatter settlements
are primarily responsible for deterioration in health (as
measured by mortality rates and specifically infanL mortality rates).
Hypothesis 4: There appears to be a substantial gap in the
perception of standard or living and urban permanency between squatters and administrators"
man-made

administrators and planners play an important
roLe in attempting to alleviate poverty in given regions.
Bonilla (1961¡ 72-84), in his study of slums in Rio de JaGovernment

15

neiro,

found that city officials

and planners are not per-

ceived by slum residents as sincere nor paying proper heed

to their situation"
Often administrators turn a blind
to the reality of the sguatt,er's plight "

1

"4

eye

METHODOLOGY

Three squatter settlements in Serajganj were selected for

this study" They are believed to contain nearly all of the
riverbank erosion displacees. The settlements were Iocated
as follows:
a. on a flood protection embankment built by Bangladesh
Water Development Board

(WOS);

b" on a dried-up riverbed, and
c. on an abandoned railway line"
(See Figure 2.3, page 40).
Since there are no population statistics available for these
three areas a superficial census had to be undertaken. Be-

fore the pretest was conducted, alI three squatter settlement,s (embankment, dried-up riverbed and abandoned railway
line) were closely inspected. Clusters of huts were count€d, and based on an average of 3 huts per cluster, t household per hut and 6 people per household, population figures
were derived. The results of this census are not entirely
accurate, but due to time and budgetary restraints this
technique vras f eIt to be the besL method. We f eel the f igures are adequately representative of the actual population.
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This procedure

that the embankment tontained an
approximate populat.ion of 3,500, the riverbed had an approximate population of I,670, and the abandoned railway line
about 1 ,360. The pretest census also suggested that roughly
85 percent of the respective populations r{ere riverbank erosion displacees" This was determined simply by asking
squatters if they are riverbani< erosion displacees.
showed

Given the constraint of time and funding, it was decided

to sample 207 of the 975 displacee households distributed
throughout the three squatter settlements; a sample of 21
percent of the total"
To obtain the sample size, first the
variance vras calculated using B5 percent as the proportion
of displacees within our sample. Using the probability proportion sample equation
n = {z.t!}z ,

{c}

where C represents the proportion of displacee households to

within 5 percent ( the conf idence limít ) with 95 percent
fidence (the confidence level), the equation read:
n = {1"94 3s.71¡z

con.-

{s}

196

Thus a sample of 196 households ensured the specified preci-

sion. Each cluster of huts was allocated a number. Using a
random number table, numbers were read out, and those cluster numbers chosen were then selected. One displacee household was interviewed in the chosen cluster. If no displacee
households reside within the chosen cfuster, the neighbour-
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ing cluster was then used to obtain a displacee respondent.
Although 1 96 households were needed, 9 extra interviews were
administered, thus a total of 207 households were included.
Data were collected through the administration of a survey-questionnaire. The 207 questionnaires were administered

by four local university students in Bangla during a 3 week
period in March - Àpril of 1985. Several limitaLions of the
survey and data collection exist.
First, the duration of
administering the survey to each respondent was a minimum of
30 minutes, and by the end of the survey, the respondent's
attention span and coherency was often in question. Thus,
responses to many of the latter questions may not have been
as accurate as the earlier questions. Second, due to the
intense poverty many of the displacees experience, some respondents were believed to have reported a slightly deflated
income coupled with inflated expenditures, believing they
may be listed for assistance" Third, only household heads
were interviewed, so often the interviewers had to wait for
the head to return home from work and then begin the interview. After a twelve-hour day of labouring, many respondents were not entirely alert and potentially distorted various responses. More criticisms and limitations of data
collection will be discussed in the t.hird chapter "
The questionnaire data v¡ere supplemented by individual

case studies of selected displacees.

Also various governmental and non-governmental authorities were intervieled to
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obtain informaÈion concerning the admini strat ion of the
squatter sett.l-ements "

1"5

ORGANIZÀTION OF THESIS

Following this introductory chapter, the second chapter
begins with a discussion of the nature and impact of riverbank erosion, including both the physical and socio-economic
dimensions. Also included will be a discussion on vrhy Serajganj was selected and how its squatter problem fits into
the national problem of population and development" A spatial and aerial view of Serajganj is presented, highlighting
the three squatter settlements. Chapter three presents a
fuller description of the methodology, from the early stages
of the pretest to the final computer analysis of the data.
The fourth chapter will discuss resuLts emerging from this
study" The hypotheses will be tested utilizing the wealth
of information and data collected throughout the research
project.
The final chapter summarizes the study and provides various policy recommendations and directions for further research.

Chapter lI
RIVERBÀNK EROSION ÀND SERAJGANJ

TOWN

During the last three decades much literature has been
accumulated on natural hazards. Flood, cyclone, earthquake,
tornado and drought have all been extensively researched.
Riverbank erosion, specifically lateral encroachment of the

river channel into bank area has yet to be extensively studied as a natural hazard (uaque, 1 983 ) .
Literature on natural hazards in Bangladesh is extensive.
Studies have focused primarily on tropical cyclones and reIated storm surges (ls1am, 1974 and Burton, et âI., 1978) ,
and agricul-turaI adjustments to flooding (ts1am, '1980) "
Considering the extensive dislocating

effect of riverbank
erosion on population in Bangladesh, there certainly exists
a gap in research of human adjustments to this natural hazard. Investigations into the aspects of popui.ation displacement from riverbank erosion have remained largely negIected. When one considers the drastically high population
density of Bangladesh's agrarian labour force and the severe
shortage of land, coupled with the fact that as many as one
million people are annually displaced by riverbank erosion,
it is ast.ounding that such an omission of research related
literature exists "
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In this connection, the following chapter will describe
the problem of riverbank erosion and demonstrate how this
physical process leads to massive population displacement
and subsequent rural to urban migration; specifically to the
town of Serajganj" Firstly, the physical mechanism of riverbank erosion will be discussed.
2"1

MECHANISM OF RIVERBANK EROSTON

By definition

'erosion' means vrear and tear of the land
or surface of the earth through various geomorphic processes. More technically erosion is restricted to the gathering
of materials by a mobile agent (Thornbury, 1969). In the
present case, river flow acts as the mobile agent.
With the highest population densities residing near the
river, erosion is a serious and widespread problem" The
causes of this problem are numerous" Three of South-Central
Asia's major rivers - the Padma (Ganges), the Jamuna (Brahmaputra), and the Meghna create an enormous delta which covers virtually all of Bangladesh.
These rivers drain a
600,000 square mile catchment area and only the lowest 7.5
percent of the basin lies in Bangladesh" Àside from the
southeastern hiIl regions, Bangladesh coincides with these
three rivers' delta. Às they cross Bangladesh, these three
rivers drop at an average rate of only 1 "2 centimetres per
kilometre" At the height of the annual monsoon rains, only
the Amazon has a heavier discharge than that flowing through
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Bangladesh. The effect of this discharge on the easily
eroded delta is extensive erosion of the riverbanks and severe river channel migration. There are few, if âDy, riverine regions in the world that have such unstable river
courses (¡v/utq, Research Proposal, 1983 ) "
the present study, the city of Serajganj,
lies on the west bank of the Jamuna River and nearly all- of
the riverbank erosion displacees in Serajganj originated
from land that has been eroded by the Jamuna. The Jamuna is
characterized by an extraordinary braided pattern and channel migration is drastic, with rates of movement as high as
790 metres in one year not uncommon (Co1eman, 1969) "
The
source of the river is in Tibet" The river, known as Tsangpo in Tibet, flows through the Tibetan plateau for 1126 kilometres where it is generally non-erosive" Às it crosses
the Phuto Pass into Assam, a number of tributaries join it,
and iL changes its name to the Brahmaputra River. The river
flows westward through Assam for 644 kilometres to the border of Bangladesh. On entering Bangladesh, the river becomes known as the Jamuna, curving southward to its conflu*
ence with the Padma River, 241 kilometres north of the Bay
of BengaI (Chowdhury, 1973).
The focus of

Spring snow melt in Tibet accounLs for most of the flow
of the Jamuna, but heavy monsoon rainfall in Assam and
northern Bangladesh contribute significantly,
The entire
drainage basin contains very young and unweaLhered sedimen-
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tary rocks, and little clay is available for consolidating.
Thus, the bedload consists predominantly of fine sands and
The sediments contain a high water content and are
silts"
loosely compacted. The nature of these sediments and the
excessive amount of water causes the river to constantly
push its bed configurations to differing regimes (Co1eman,
1969)"

The process of riverbank slumping from erosion causes
large tracts of land to be claimed by the river"
During
floods, a higher water pressure is applied to the sandy bank
below the river surface. with the fall of the water leve1,
pressure against the channel walls is lessened and water
moves from the below surface bank pores back to the stream,
resulting in slumping (Hossain, 1984).
In the last 150 years, there have been nearly 30 earthquakes in the Jamuna drainage basin" Earthquakes cause
physical distortion of the valley and deposit enormous quantities of silts and sediments into the river.
The riverbed
becomes choked with sediments from solifluction
and landslides, which causes the regime of the river to be altered
(Chowdhury, 1973)

"

The land along the Jamuna is very fertile,

thus attracting intensive agricultural practices. In preparing the agricultural fields,
the surface of t.he land is loosened.
During the rainy season, Êãinv¡ater easily enters the soil
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and an unconstrained drainage path into the river is creat-

ed" ÀIso, the sat.urated loose soil particles lack a bonding
cohesion, and tracts of land are susceptible to sliding and
shearing (Hossain, 1 984 ) .
Deforestation at the river's headwaters greatly decreases
the moisture level in the riverbank regions but enhances the
river's flow. Other minor forces, such as eddy formation
and spiral flows, also cause riverbank erosion along the Jamuna River.

of the major characteristics of riverbank erosion in
Bangladesh is its unpredictable behaviour" Precognition of
year to year short-term changes of riverbanks is practically
unattainable. AIso, riverbank erosion and channel migration
occur in a very erratic nature. To illustrate the erratic
and unstabl-e flow of the Jamuna rivercourse, some 200 years
âgo, the Jamuna River flowed in a course 80-100 kilometres
east of its present course (old Brahmaputra). Some geologic
event, possibly an earthguake, combined with several years
of rigorous flooding, caused severe faulting and tilting of
the nearby pleistocene sediments. In the early years of the
river, the nevr channel v¡as small and had a meandering pattern. Gradually the river widened, forming the present-day
One

braided course (co1eman, 1969) "
The Jamuna River has been eroding both Lhe east and west

banklines to the immediate north and south of Serajganj for
many years. Figure 2.1 shows the net differences between
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depositional land and eroded l-and, in the period 1972-1978
in the Serajganj region" As seen in the third streamline
(rigure 2"1), the areas showing a loss (erosion) on either
bankline or within the braided channel are far greater than
the areas showing a build-up (deposition). It was during
these years, the early 1970s to 1978, that many of the riverbank erosion displacees in the squatter settlements of
Serajganj were displaced and migrated to Serajganj. Of the
207 displacee households surveyed, the years they arrived in
Serajganj ranged from 1935 to 1985" Table 2.1 shows the
frequency of years that riverbank erosion displacees arrived
in Serajganj.

TABLE 2"1

Year of Migrating to Serajganj
Year of Arrival

1980
1975 1970 196s

Number

Percent
5.0

8s

31

1

79

45

21 .7

74

90

43 " 5

69

31

15.0

10

å.9

1964 and

earlier

TOTAL

Source: Survey Data

207

100
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1979, severe riverbank erosion occurred in
the region and subsequently 135 of the 207 households (or
65.2 percent of the sample) arrived in this period. The unpredictable, sudden, and erratic behaviour of the eroding
river is of concern to the urban administrators in Bangladesh. Àt any time, severe erosion can give rise to a massive migration of the riverbank erosion dispi-acees. Cities
such as Serajganj are the destination of the displaced, yet
have rittre space and an inadequate infrastructure to accomBetween 1970 and

modate them"

2.2

SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESPONSE TO RIVERBANK EROSION

The impact of

changing river courses is

highly significant for millions of rural Bangladeshis" In describing the
Ganges River of West Bengal, Bhattacharya (1978) stated,
" o o o human settlements have definitely followed the swings
of the streams." In Bangladesh, changes in the Jamuna's
course have a pronounced influence on man's activities"
In
the rural areas of the sub-division of Serajganj, from which
84.5 percent of all displacees in Serajganj town originate,
land determines the economy of the region, provides personal
security (by ownership) for the rural population and ultimately influences the social and political status of an individual.
Small landholdiDgs, capital shortage, underdeveloped
technology and traditional agricultural practices make peo-
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p1e increasingly dependent on the limited available land re-

source.

Tuan (1974) uses the term 'topophilia'

to define
man's sentimental ties with his material environment. In a
whoIly traditional agrarian society such as rural Bangladesh, topophilia is the powerful respect and allegiance
which man possesses towards the land he depends upon and
survives from" To illustrate the sentiment and power of topophilia, Evans-Pritchard (1940) suggested that despite the
central Sudan's monotonously harsh conditions, its inhabitants - the Nuer could not be persuaded that there existed
better places outside of their domain. Similarly, Inuit in
Canada's frozen north repeatedly turn down opportunities to
settle in a more productive and fertile location.
1t is
suggested here that a similar allegiance exists between the
Bangladeshi farmer and his land. Hence it is cLear that any
loss of existing land resources is detrimental in numerous
vrays to the Bangladeshi peasant "
Aside from losing land, it is also important to consider

the existing scarcity of land. Presently, Serajganj district has almost two million people within an area of 2,529
The population density is
square kilometres (rigure 2"2).
738 persons per square kilometre, which is among the highest
densities in all of Bangladesh (ggS, 1983). with Bang1adesh's population growth rate of 2"8 percent, the already
over-saturated carrying capacity of the land will be worse
in the near future. In Serajganj district, average agricul-
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tural land per person, is a mere "105 hectares (gnS, 1983).
Further, this land shortage is coupled with a highly unequal
distribution pattern" Table 2"2, based on the 1978 Bangladesh land survey, which de Vylder (1982) acknowledges as a
considerable underestirnation of the true degree of land concentration, reveal-s both a scarcity of land and a clear inequality of distribution"

TABLE

2

"2

Distribution of Àgricultural Land, 1978

Acres

Percent of

Rural Households

Owned

LandLess

28 "8
47 .8

2i "7

4.00

12 "8

22 "4

0.00

8"2

30 "7

2"5

25 "2

100.0

100.0

2.00

(0.01
"oo¿

.81

2

0 ha. )

( "01
"ell - 1.62 ha. )
4.01

(1.63

Percent of
Land Àrea

1

4"05 ha. )

10.01 or more
( 4.06 or more ha,

)

TOTAL

Source: de Vylder,

1982

The fact that 23"5 percent of all rural households poss-

ess 78"3 percent of all the land clearly demonstrates an ev-

ident inequality of its distribution.
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Table 2"3 shows the loss of land by riverbank erosion
displacees in the Serajganj squatter settlement.s,
TABLE 2"3

Loss of Land Due to Riverbank Erosion Amongst Squatters in
Sera j gan

j

res

Percent of

Number of
Respondents

Respondents

12

5"8

2"00

82

39"6

2

4 00

53

25"6

4

10.00

48

23 "2

12

5.8

207

100 " 0

Ac

Previously

Owned

tandless

(0"01
.oo¿

"810 ha.)

"
( "01
.all - 1.62
ha. )

"01
(1.63

4.05

ha " )

10"01 or more
( 4.06 or more ha.

)

TOTÀL

Source: Survey Data
It is again revealed that the majority owned small landholdings, but on the whole only 5"8 percent were landless,
compared to 28"8 percent for all of Bangladesh. This significant difference possibly indicates that many of the ríverbank erosion affected population who were landlessr rêmained in the rurar areas as agriculturar rabourers. Those
who migrated to Serajganj,
generally had slightly larger
than average landholdings than the rural population as a
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whole. By viewing the amount and size of lost landholdings,
again the destructive nature of riverbank erosion is reali zed.

With regular erosion and accretion of land, naturally
conflicts develop regarding land ownership and possession.
The Land Tenancy Àct of Bangladesh has a long and varying
history. But of recent, a 1972 Àct declared that all accretional land is to be vested absolutely in the government for
distribution among the land1ess"
This declaration $¡as
changed in 1978, when accretional land became the holding of
the original ovrners (MaIik, 1983; wahed, 1983; AIi, 1980;
Zaman, 1985). The beaurocratic processes of making claim to
the newly emerged land is both lengthy and complex. Most of
the ilfiterate peasants have no idea of how laws operate and
whether there even are laws which are supposed to protect
them" This absence of knowledge makes them easy prey to
Iand grabbers" The result is that the rich affluent landowners unlawfully claim the new land, often with the help
of some corrupÈ land settlement officials"
Riverbank erosion displacement is

not a one-time experience. It is a continuous process in the Serajganj district."
Table 2"4 reveals that a majority of the squatters in Sera j gan j have been af f ect.ed in the past "
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TABLE 2.4

of Times the Displacees
erbank Erosion

Number

Number of
Di splacements

sMore than

Have Been

Number of
Responses

Dislocated by RivPercent

1

54

26 .1

2

43

20.8

3

30

14"5

4

29

14"0

10

44

21 "2

0

7

3.4

1

TOTAL

ñ

100"0

Source: Survey Data

In total 74 percent of the displacee households experienced riverbank erosion di splacement more than once in their
I i f et ime "

Since the land is so intimately tied into the life of the

rural population, the loss of their single most crucial resource affects them socially, economically, psychologically
and even physiologically.
Riverbank erosion is more than
just a physical phenomena, it is as much a socio-economic
one. The strong emotional attachment to the land creates a
curious fatalism in the mind of the people.
They take no steps to move elsewhere" But then
again they literally
have no place to go. They
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!ûait tilI the last d.y, tiII the last moment when
their homestead is also swallowed by the angry
currents. (ua1ik, 1983).
their land and homestead are claimed by the river,
many displaces choose to migrate to the nearby cities,
though the employment situaLion is harsh.
The rate of
growth of employment opportunities has not kept pace with
urban population growth (ae Vylder, 1978) "
CIay (1978)
points out, "Rura1-urban migration has merely shifted part
of the unemployment and poverty problems to the towns."
When

Increasing urbanization is one of the most pervasive popul-ation problems in Bangladesh. The effects of rapid urbanization on over-crowded cities is adverse" The cities of
Bangladesh, which are growing at colossal rates, cannot provide the minimum civic facilities
to the already existing
urban population"
This urban growth is resulting mainly
from rural to urban migration. In fact, growth from net migration in urban areas is three times as great as growth
from natural increase (Stoeckel, 1972) "
The Harvard University Population Centre (ChoguiI, 1984)

suggests t.hat, even if a drastic decline in fertility

oc-

curs, the number of urban residents in Bangladesh r^¡i1l increase tenfold by 2003" This would be the equivalent of
adding twenty-nine cities the size of Dhaka in the last
quarter of this century. In other terms, it translates to
an increase from 5.3 million urban residents in 1973 to 55.3
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million urËan residenLs in 2003 (Choguit, 1984). Between
1951 and 1981 Bangladesh's population increased by 86 percent; in the same period its urban population increased by
382 percent (Rahman, 1985)"
The history of urbanization in Bangladesh in this century

reveals a remarkable surge in the last 25 years" Table 2.5
demonstrates that enormous increases ín urban population
have taken place since 1961 "

TABLE 2"5

Distribution of Urban Population

Percentage
Census

Year

of

Urban

Populat i on

I

ntercensal

Change in

Urban Pop-

ulat

i on

2"4

15"0

1

2"6

LB

1931

3.0

1

941

1

Rate of GrowLh
Urban Rural
NationaL
.39

0.85

0.87

0.84

0"5'1

0 " 53

22 "2

2.0

0"64

0. 68

3.7

43 "2

3.59

1.85

1

951

4"3

18.4

1

.68

0.00

0.00

1961

5.1

45"1

3

"72

1

.83

1

"92

197 4

8.8

137 "6

6"70

2

"33

2

"62

0.4

199.9

1

901

191

1

981

1

Source: Rahman, 1 985

1

.65
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In the last 25 years, intercensal changes in the order of
137 to 200 percent have taken place for numerous reasons.
'Push' factors in the rural areas, such as population pressure, unemployment and underemployment of the agricultural
labour force, decline of cottage industriesr êconomic destruction from the 1971 war of liberation, the 1974 famine,
frequent natural- calarnities such as cyclones, floods and
riverbank erosion have all contributed to the immense amount
of rural- to urban mi grat i on .
The problem of riverbank erosion displacees clearly fits

into this nationaf problem of excessive urbanization. Many
riverbank erosion victims migrate to the surrounding cities,
but it must be mentioned that the majority of the displacees
migrate elsewhere within the rural areas. NeverLheless, urban centres such as Serajganj receive an increasing number
of erosion displacees each year.
Riverbank erosion displacees optimistically enter a new urban life,
but the outcome
often proves to be disappointing.
2.3

SERAJGANJ

The origins of Serajganj city date back to the early
nineteenth century when it began as a village market for immediate surrounding areas. By the 1830s, merchants from India arrived in this village market and established a permanently populated centre. In 1869 Serajganj was officially
founded. According to the 1872 census, Serajganj had a pop-
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It quickly became an imulation of 18,873 (Hunter, 1876) "
portant jute market and trading centre, having established
jute, textile and flour miIls" Serajganj is a prominenL inland riverport and also the railway head terminal for ferries connecting the eastern part of Bangladesh with its
southwestern districts,
including the international port of
Khulna (East Pakistan Water and Power Authority, 1970)" Today with 110,000 people, Serajganj is the twelfth largest
urban centre in Bangladesh and acts as the headquarter city
(nas,
of the Serajganj sub-divisioin in Pabna district
1981)"

earliest years of population settlement, the
Jamuna River has steadily encroached upon the city's wesLern
bank. Back in 1876 the erosive nature of the Jamuna River
at Serajganj was realized" Hunter (1876) questioned the 1ocational selection of Serajganj:
It will be asked how it came to pass that a place
so badly adapted for the purpose came to be seIected as the emporium of the trade of the Brahmaputra and its tributaries"".
it appears that the
merchants have made up their minds to stand by
Serajganj in spite of all inducements to move, âS
they are one by one building comfortable brick
houses in the place of the mat and bamboo dwellings in which they for years resided"
Since its

As early as 1848, t,he entire settlement had to be removed

to a ne$¡ sit.e to its west, owing to signif icant change in
the course of the river.
At Serajganj's inception in 1869,
the municipality was 28.5 sguare kilometres. In the 1920s,
approximately 5.5 square kilometres of its bank area was
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eroded away. In 1957 new western portions were added to the

city to give it 28.5 sguare kilometres again" But, between
1960 and present, another 6.5 square kilometres has slowly
been eroding away, and again it is only 22 square kilomeLres
(Bangladesh District Gazetteer, Pabna, 1978).
In 1947 the executive governor of Benga1 approved construction of the first embankment for town protection. By
1960 it was totally submerged. The Bangladesh Water Development Board (gWDa) immediately built a second embankment,
which despite the encroaching river sti1l exists today"
AIso, in 1964, 3,000 metres of brick mattressing v¡as constructed. In the succeeding years up to 1968, the brick
mattress was either heavily damaged or portions were completely washed away. In the last 15 years constant replacement and maintenance of the mattressing has been undertaken
at a considerable cost (East Pakistan Water and Power Authority, 1970). Other erosion protection measures have been
attempted; dikes, groins, solid concrete, sand-cement
blocks, iron net mattressing and cross dams, all with no effective results"
with the construction of the second embankment in 1960,
the Baral River, a Jamuna tributary and navigable river
through Serajganj was cut off from its principal source and
soon dried up. Riverbank erosion displacee sguatters, who
for decades resided on the old embankment, took refuge on
the nevr embankment and in the dried-up Baral riverbed" In
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the eanitadesh Railway Commission (enC) aisbanded one
line in Serajganj and tore up the tracks, it hras soon converged upon by more riverbank erosion displacees (excerpts
from interview with Serajganj Pourashava Commissioners,
1972

198s).
Each yearr

ân increasing number of erosion displacees
move to Serajganj. The city is unprepared to absorb such a
large number of arrivals in terms of housing, employment and
other urban facilities"
Serajganj, like other cities in
Bangladesh has been experiencing continuous growth of its
squatting settlements as well as problems in providing them
shelter and employment (Qadir, 1975i EIahi, 1972; Is1am,
1976; Zaman,

1

984 )

"

Not unlike other developing countries, the cities of Bangladesh face a serious problem of expanding slums and squat-

ter settlements" These settlements represent over one-third
of the urban population in developing countries and in many
cases they account for more than sixty percent (Todaro,
198s).

According to the Serajganj municipal office there are
currently 30,000 people in the city who may be defined as
slum dwellers, squatters or homeless. Of these 30,000 approximately 5r550 are riverbank erosion displacees. Hence,
erosion displacees constitute nearly six percent of the total city populat.ion and over 18 percent of the total city
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destitute population. The 5,550 erosion displacees comprise
975 households and as mentioned earlier are found in three
squatter concentrations within the city (nigure 2"3)" These
are:

1. Embankment (520 households)
2" Dried-up riverbed (250 households)
3. Abandoned railway line (205 households)
When the displacees first

arrive in Serajganj, their
first concern is establishing sheLter. The three squatter
areas (mentioned above) contain unused free governnent land
known as 'Khas' land"
The majority settle on Khas land in
one of the three squatter areas, some rent land and a few
remain homeless, sleeping on streets, in train stations, in
parks, etc" The status of those who reported "renting land"
is unclear and somewhat confusing. There was indication
that long-time residents of the squatter areas would rent
out sections of their "territorial
space" to newly arriving
displacees for a fee.
Since the squatters do not own their land in the legal

sense, their status is somewhat in question. The constant
fear of eviction is a predominant concern. The loca1 administration is reluctant to accept them as a permanent component of the urban population. The displacees receive few of
the urban amenities afforded to the non-sguatter population
and they mentioned that they are often threatened by govern-
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ment officials

In 1982, the Bangladesh
Water Development Board (¡wns) decided to evacuate the
squatter population from the embankment under Martial Law
Order 15. The displacees protested against the decision and
finally BWDB abandoned the eviction program on humanitarian
grounds (zaman, 1985)" Sti11, the most damaging aspect to
the sguatters is that the locaI authorities consider the
squatters temporâFy, and believe they will all- leave Serajganj when their land reemerges"
The fact that over 50
percent of the households have been residing in these areas
for fourteen years or longer rationally negates this myth of
concerning eviction,

impermanence

The following chapter (Chapter 3) will review the various
methods of analysis used in

this investigation" This wilI
be followed by (Chapter 4) an examination of this existing
perception gap betvreen the squatters and the local authorities. À1so, the three other hypotheses (as described earlier) will be tested utilizing the survey data.

Chapter I I I
PROCEDURE

3.1

RESEÀRCH DESIGN

A research project aims at answering specific questions
or to illuminate a particular problem. The first step in
the design of a research project is to identify a specific
central problem in the subject area (Oixon and Leach, 1978) "
In order to clearly focus in on the problem, the processes
acting on the environment containing the problem must be
closely examined. This current research project adheres to
wilkie' s (197 4 ) ap.proach to researching human behaviour:
The processes of change...can not be undersLood
without first establishing what the structures are
that are changing, nor can we understand the laws
behind the structural systems without studying the
processes and forces that are shaping them.

In this connection, the entire process of riverbank erosion, from actual loss of land to the river, to the evenLual
livelihood in the urban environment $ras examined in a holistic frame. Thus, in the current project the specific central problem is 'riverbank erosion displacees in an urban
environmenL', At the onset of the project, the entire process v¡as to be looked at, but no formally worded hypothesis
about specific relationships r^¡as defined.
Certain bound-
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aries of the field of study ?rere set, but the actual focusing and defining of these boundaries did not take place until after the survey was complete. After preliminary investigations of the survey data, review of related literature,
maps, government and locaI authority records and statistics
The four hywas undertaken, then the hypotheses were set.
potheses, namely; length of residence, informal sector poverty, health conditions and perception gap (as discussed in
chapter one) were chosen with the belief that these represent four important aspects in the displacees' urban environment" À lengthier discussion justifying and illuminating
these choices will be covered in chapter four"
3

"2

CROSS-CULTURAL RESEARCH

The key term 'culture' has caused lengthy discussion and

Kroeber and Kluckholn
controversy over its definition.
(1952) tisted over one-hundred and fifty definitions of culture and finally came up with their own all-encompassing extensively research definition:
Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behaviour acquired and transmitted
by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups, including their embodiments
in artifacts;
the essential core of culture consists of traditional (re: historically derived and
selected) ideas and especially their attached valuesi culture syst-ems ffiây, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other, âs
conditioning elements of further action. (p"180)
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As Kroeber and KIuckholn state, ideas and values comprise

the central core of culture" In this respect, obvious problems arise when conducting research in an unfamiliar culture. Observational bias, applicability of tests, translation difficulties,
relevance of experimentaL procedures and
much more, potentially create problems with research methodology (price-Williams, 1985; 995). Sega1t (1979; 48-54) argues that a test may be a good index of a construct in one
culture but not a good index of the same construct in another culture"
In an attempt to understand the Bangladesh people their
values, motivations, and aspirations, one must examine the
Bengali culture" This insight is vital in order to Iive and
work with the people. A five month visit to Bangladesh certainly does not permit one to grasp a full understanding of
customs and culture, but several important traits are important and directly related to social research.
For example, the very strong class distinctions seen in
aIl regions of the .country are important to acknowledge"
Although over 85 percent of the population in Bangladesh are
Muslim by religion,
their ancestors all came from a Hindu
orientation. This accounts for the highly stratified society.
The myth of origin seems to be embedded deeply in all
countries of the Indian sub-continent. The great G-d Brahma
created the Brahmans from his head, the warrior caste from
his shoulders, the merchant caste from his thighs and the
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his feet" The persistent class distinctions are
important restraints Lo t.he displacee population, who in an
urban conLext are generally relegated to the lower classes
and consequently are repressed in attempting to improve
their plight.

masses from

Ànother important cultural attitude that effected the research was that a Bangladeshi person is generally known to
be forthright with his family and close friends but will be
roundabout in his dealings with others. Especially in an
urban setting, people interacting with strangers are condi-

tioned to be roundabout at almost all times" In the villages most people are related or are friends, and forthrightness is the norm.
À final example of a cultural trait not familiar in the
western context is the use of a 'go-between'. In order to
maintain smooth interpersonal relationships, a go-between or
mediator is necessary. It is often unreasonable to expect a
Bangladeshi to be open and frank, especially concerning personal matters. while interviewing squatters in Serajganj,
the accompaniment of a (new) local friend from the same settlement would help bring out honesL feelings and opinions
from the respondents.
Undoubtedly, the most effective assistance in overcoming
the cross-cultural barrier was working in close contact with
a local student, Md. Ziarat Hossain, a graduate student from
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the department of Geography at Jahangirnagar University, who
was also researching riverbank erosion displacees in the
squatter settlements of Serajganj.
Hossain's assistance was invaluable. His cultural famil-

iarity with the displacees helped in all aspects of research, especially in the actual delivery of the questionnaire survey,
None of the displacees spoke English and
this researcher spoke no Bangla" Also, in the construction
of the survey, Hossain's familiarity was important in chosing the correct wording of each guestion.
3"

3

PRETEST

Several weeks before administering the survey-guestionnaire, the study area was visited and twenty surveys on dis-

tested" With the assistance of a Jahangirnagar University student and Hossain, it vras possible
to complete this in five days. The pretest yielded at least
three important observations"
Firstly, the questionnaire
was too lengthy "
Several questions were eliminated to
shorten the questionnaire, which took about forty-five minutes" It r"¡as decided that a maximum duration of about thirty-f ive minutes vras acceptable .
Secondly, some questions
were too complicated to be answered accurately. For example, a question concerning 'displacement history' was found
to yield better results if the respondents were asked only
to list their first and last displacement. Many respondents
pJ-acee households were
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had a long and complex history

of

many displacements and

it

ul if they could ansr¡rer the question f uIly and
fault1ess1y" Thirdly, it became clear in the pretest that
the questions could not be posed to the household's wife,
The pretests that. interviewed wives not only took a long
time, but also 'don't know' responses were very numerous.
In Banglashesh's lower classes,
wives have little
decision
making power and thus were not sufficiently informed to provide the answers that vrere sought. Househord heads (usually
husbands) were often unavailable, but the time spent waiting
for them to return was more worthwhile than attempting to
interview their wives"
was doubtf

Àside from reshaping the questionnaire, the field visit
also allowed us to carry out a census (as described in chapter one) and investigate some other sources of information.

It v¡as found that the personner at the pourashava office
(city halt), although friendly and cooperative, knew very
1itt1e about the squatter population. They possessed no
displacement recordsr or vitar statistics on the displacee
population. It was learned that, the authorities' perception
and information about the displacees was distorted.
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3"4

THE URBAN SURVEY

The questionnaire had 65 guestions,
was

and

divided into four main sections:

"
2"
3.
4"
1

(see Appendix),

An economic survey;

a social survey;
migration history;
a demographic survey

A total of

207 questionnaires v¡ere administered by four

interviewers, which included Hossain, a local college graduate and two students from Jahangirnagar University,
in
March-Apri1, 1985. No antagonism or resistance on the part
of the squatter respondents towards the survey was encountered. They srere eager to talk and relate their problems to
the interviewers" Frequently, squatters approached the interviewers and asked to be interviewed"
Despite advising
the squatters that the survey was not on behalf of government or some aid agency, many believed that an interview
would render some measure of help for them at a later time.
Before the survey began, the interviewers were carefully
briefed on the nature of the research, the importance of ensuring consistency, and which questions required probing and

prompting, and which did not" Probing and prompting requires the skiIl of knowing when an answer is insufficient
and needs to be expanded" The intervierders Þ¡ere all beIieved to have acquired this skitI.
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In Chapter One several limitations of the survey were
discussed. At this time a comment must be made about the
timitations of the 'survey instrument' as a means of colIecting information" Bauman (1967 ) uses the analogy of a
photograph to describe a survey. Each survey is administered at a point in time and it records only a "momentary
slice of an individual's 1ife."
McGee (1975) expands on
Bauman's analogy:

The reaction of the respondent may be distorted by

the questioner's appearance; by his

ovrn immediate

overexpose it is only a distorted
individuals 1ife.

moment

needs (at the end of a long tropical day
the
need for food and sleep); by as many factors as
one may conjure up" The photo may underexpose or

of the

Despite this unavoidable limitation,

the survey at least
indicates that households possess a complex and varying set
of beliefs and standards.
By examining 207 under and overexposed photographs, a picture close to actuality emerges.
Many of the data collected (especially demographic traits
and economic factors)
have been checked and compared with
national census data, and other similar type surveys, and
prove to be valid.
During the survey period, several interviews srere conducted with the local administrators to yield their views
and opinions of the displacee population. Also, information

concerning the administration of

the squatter settlements
v¡as obtained.
Two intervielu sessions were held with Lhe
Serajganj Pourashava Chairman and his commissioners. Single
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interview sessions were held with the Serajganj District
Chief of Police, the Public Health Engineer and the Upazila
Relief Officer.
These sessions proved to be very valuable,
especialJ-y for acquiring an understanding of the authorities' percepLion of the sguatter population.
To further
supplement the survey, 5 individual displacee case studies
were administered to bear a more personal and particular
perspective of the squatter population.

3"5

DÀTÀ ANALYSI

S

The data were entered, stored and analyzed on the Univer-

sity of Manitoba's mainf rame computer system, A¡'IDÀHL" The
Statistical Analysis System (SeS) was used for executing the
data analysis programs. SAS vJas chosen because it provides
a system that meets all necessary computing needs; information storage and retrieval,
data modification and programming, report writing, statistical analysis and file handling.
Further, it is a system that allows the user to
concentrate on results of data analysis as opposed to t.he
mechanics of deriving them"
to the researchers' unfamiliarity of the study area
before the project. and the desire to avoid preconceived notions and biases, the hypotheses tested in this thesis were
formulated after data collection.
The experiences in Serajganj plus the collected data enabled the present researchDue
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er to devise the hypotheses. Since they were devised after
data collection, various issues not investigaÈed by the
questionnaire became evident. If the survey was done again,
based on the same four hypotheses, several additional questions would be added" Questions concerning past employment
record since being displaced would be added, Also, a question to illicit
the displacee's attitude toward local authorities would have been valuable" More questions concerning health, medicine and mortality would also be added"
Lacking certain aspects of the data is quite frustrating and
cannot be rectified when the report is written 10,000 miles
from the fie1d"
To test the first

two hypotheses, namely, length of resi-

dence and informal sector poverty, a chi-square significance

test is applied. These two hypotheses are quantitatively
tested for significance by measuring the lack of agreement
between the data and the hypothesis" The third and fourth
hypothesis, health conditions and perception gap are tested
qualitatively"

Chapter IV
DÀTÀ ÀNALYSIS

The aim of

this thesis is to understand the dynamics of
aojustment processes experienced by riverbank erosion displacees in Serajganj squatter settlemenLs" This chapter
will be divided into four sections,
where each of the four
hypotheses will be tested" This chapter will demonstrate
that there is strong evidence showing that Serajganj squatters are not adapting or adjusting to their urban environment. Not only do the statistics indicate that they are
living a lifestyle far inferior to the native residents of
Serajganj, but also that they display a lifestyle inferior
to that previously experienced in their rural habitat "
Moreover, there is little sign of any improvement to their
ptight in the future. Although they reside in an urban environment, they are not urbanized in the socio-economic
sense" It is important to note that only riverbank erosion
displacees who reside in the squatter settlements have been
considered" There are undoubtedly displacees who, over
time, have left the squatter settlements, and this group is
not included in the analysis" The displacees who have moved
out of the squatter settlements constitute those who have
adjusted best to the urban environment. The displacees who
are surveyed are Lhe residual and the ones who have faced
52
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the greatest difficulty in their adjustment, The i nvest i gation of non-squatter riverbank erosion displacees should be
a consideration for future study
4.1

HYPOTHESI
LI TY

S

T

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE ÀND OCCUPATIONAL

MOBT

is an issue that demonstrates appalling conditions that exist for the squatters. When households vrere
asked if employment conditions have changed since arriving
in Serajganj, 55 percent said it has deteriorated and 71
percent said their income has become less despite a higher
cost of Iiving"
Of the 'l ,180 people included in the 207
households sampled, 528 vrere eiLher under 15 or over 65
years of â9€, which left 652 people in the working age
group. Of these, only 289 are gainfully employed, which
translates to an unemployment rate of 56 percent. This compares unf avourbly with a 1980 st.udy of the Bombay, India
s1ums, that revealed an unemploymenl rate of 34 percent
Employment

(Prakash, 1983).
The emancipation of Bangladeshi females into

the work-

force is improving rapidly in the urban areas, however,
among the Serajganj displacees, only four percent of the tota1 employed vrere f emales "
As to the type of work being undertaken, the squatters
are employed predominantly in the lowest economic stature.

Daily labour, which is 1ow-paying, physically rigorous

and
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often demeaning, is overwhelmingly the most common type of
work representing 37 percent of the squatter h'orkforce (fa11
ble 4.1). The next largest group is rickshaw pullers
percent - which is also a low-paying, ungracious occupation"
MiIl workers (jute, cotton, oi1, spinningr sâw) cornprise ten
percent of Lhe workforce and shopkeepers five percent (fable
4.1)" It is noteworthy that daily labour is not a permanent
occupation, but is often seasonal and occasionally parttime. within the squatter settlements there were many beggars, and it is a safe assumption that many unemployed daily
labourers also beg"
The 55 percent of squatter households who claim that
their employment conditions have deteriorated since arriving
in Serajganj, suggest that their prospects are especially
limited. For example, a 1977 study of urban migrants in Jakarta, Indonesia found that only 9 percent of the sample reported a decline in their occupational status (Krause , 1977 i
66) "
Similarly , a study of urban migrants in the city of
Ludhiana, Punjab found that "only" 25 percent of the sample
experienced a decrease in income upon arriving in the city
(Oberai and Singh, 1984; 509)" In the Serajganj sample, 71
percent claimed their income declined" AIso, both the Jakarta and Ludhiana studies concluded that occupational mobility potentially improves over time, a conclusion which is
keeping with the literature on this subject (ripset, 1959i
Glass, 1954)" Although Lipset's and Glass's research was in
cities of the industrialized world, t.he Jakarta and Ludhiana
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TABLE 4.1

Employment

of Riverbank Erosion Displacees in Serajganj

Type of Ernployment
i

l-y Labourer

Number

Percent

107

37

Rickshaw PuIler

32

11

Mi11 Worker

29

10

Shopkeeper

14

5

9

3

Boatman

9

3

Hawker

9

3

Printing Press tlorker

6

2

6

2

68

24

289

100

Da

Àgr

icultural- Labourer

Begga

r

Other

1

TOTÀL

Source:
Survey Data
1 Consists
of house servants, teachers, government service
workers, porters and a wide variety of other positions"
studies were not. However, McGee (1971), who tested the assertion of occupational mobility among migrants in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, found that the hypothesis "J-ength of residence affecting occupational mobility" was not valid.
Occupational mobility is an extremely import.ant aspect of
adjustment and adaption. It is a well known fact that rural

to urban migrants arrive in cities with almost no possessions, inadequate education and few urban skills.
The degree to which t.he city has a f avourable economic climate f or
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migrants to upgrade their economic status is

important to

their subsequent success"
It is proposed here that unlike the findings of Krausse's
Jakarta study, the Serajganj results are more like the findings of McGee's Kuala Lumpur study in that a favourable economic climate for in-migrat ion is not present and consequently length of residence has litt1e or no bearing upon
their occupational mobility.
of analyzing occupational mobility is by examining workers' occupational status, and establishing whether
they faII into the formal or informal sector. In the genera1 literature,
a common assumption is that the longer the
length of residence, the greater the incidence of formal
sector employment.
Table 4.2 shows the effect length of
residence has upon occupational status in the formal and informal sector among heads of households in Serajganj squatter settlements.
One method

this table it is difficult to test Hypothesis I vrith
any quantitative confidence" However, it is clear that of
the squatters who have been in Serajganj for 6-10 years,
over 50 percent (Sl,l) are in the formal sector. In contrast, among those with 16 years or longer residence in Serajganj only 34.1 percent are in the formal sector. These
two observations suggesl that the common assumption stating
length of residence effects occupational mobility is not
From
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val id:
no

indeed length of residence appears to have Iitt1e or
effect upon occupational mobility"

TÀBLE 4 "2

Length of Residence and Occupational Status
Length of

idence
(Years )

Res

0-

r'ormaI

I

(

percent
25

"

Informal

(Percent )

I

23

74"2

31

)

rotal

6 - 10
11 15
1 6 and more

23

51 .1

22

48.9

45

40

44"4

50

55"s

90

14

34 .1

27

65"9

41

TOTAL

85

41 .1

122

58.

9

207

Source: Survey Data
To further test Hypothesis I,

a Chi-square significance
test is applied to the data in Table 4"2" The Chi-square
statistic indicates the patterns of independence' between
rength of residence and occupational status (formal and informar sector), as welt as measuring statist,ically the lack
of agreement between the data and the hypothesis by analyzing the deviation from "expected" values. The Ho (null hypothesis) is tested by comparing it to the varue that can be
reasonabry accounted for by the workings of chance. rn this
situation Ho reads; there is no rerat.ionship between occupational status and length of residence"
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Through Chi-square caLculations it is found that x2 =
6"09. Using 3df (degrees of freedom) at the .05 confidence

level, the expected value is 7"81" Thus, Ho is not rejected
and the acceptance of Hypothesis r is confirmed.
In summary, riverbank erosion displacees in Serajganj do
not improve their occupational status with length of residence" The processes that create a favourable environment
for economic Arowth, âs enumerated by Lipset, or as seen in
Oberai and Singh's Ludhiana are not operating for the Serajganj squatters. It is not clear from this analysis what
barriers exist that affect occupational mobility; however,
there are clearly impediments, and the nature of these $tarrant further research.
A documentation to the testing of Hypothesis I can be
drawn from one of the case studies, namely Lhat of Àbdul Ali

Mirza, aged 25, a typical riverbank erosion displacee who
r{as interviewed. His account of the problem is in no l{ay
unique and in fact typifies displacee households:
In 1973 when I was a boy of 13, my family lost
our one acre of land (jute and rice) to riverbank
erosion. We moved to Serajganj town and lived on
My father died so I
the abandoned railway line"
pulled rickshaw and my brother became an urban
daily Labourer. Now, 12 years later, ñY household
which consists of my wife, 2 sons and mother, Iive
in the same hut on the same abandoned railway
Iine. r'm still pulling rickshaw and have made no
economic progress.
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4"2

HYPOTHESTS

II _

INFORMAL SECTOR AND POVERTY

riverbank erosion displacees arrive in Serajganj the
selection of employment opportunities opened to them is very
limited, because of already high unemployment rates. Às
seen in Table 4.1,63 percent of all workers are employed in
one of four occupations: daily Iabouring, rickshaw pulling,
milling or shopkeeping. The prospect of finding employment
is low (as seen in a 56 percent unemployment rate), but when
employment is found, the chances are it will be in one of.
the four menLioned occupations" À further observation is
that employment will most 1ike1y be in the informal sector.
The informal sector is characterized by small-scale production and service activities, very labour intensive, and at a
simple technological 1eve1. Workers are generally unskilled
and lack capital resources. As a result, productivity and
income are low.
AIso, informal workers do not enjoy the
protection of job security, controlled working conditions,
and of pensions. Their motivation is simply to obtain a basic income for survival purposes: profit is not a motivation
(Todaro, 985; 280.) .
When

'1

4.2 shows that. 58.9 percent of workers are in the
informal sector. This compares with only 33 percent of all
rural-urban migrants in the Ludhiana study who were engaged
in informal activities.
Table 4"3 shows the estimated share
of urban labour force in the informal sector in selected
Third World centres. Within the observed range, Serajganj
Tab1e
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squatters display a very high percentage of informal activity"

TÀBLE 4"3

Estimated Share of Urban Labour Force in the lnformal Sector
in Selected Developing Countries
Locat i on
Share (Percent)
Af r

Às

ica

Abidjan, Ivory
Lagos, Nigeria
Nairobi, Kenya

ia

Coast

40
CaIcutta, India
Jakarta, Indonesia
Ludhiana, Punjab (rural -urban migrants )
Colombo, Sri Lanka

SERÀJGÀNJ

squatters

Latin Àmerica
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Quito, Ecuador
Caracos, Venezuela
Kingston, Jamaica

31

50
44
50
45
33
19
59

43
24
48
40
33

Source: Sethuraman (1981); Survey Data; Oberai and Singh
(1984)"

(1971) argues that the expansion of manufacturing
and industry in Third World cities is not keeping pace with
the rapid rate of urbanization" Thus, informal, Lertiary
dominated activities are employing workers who would normal-ly be employed in industry if cities expanded in a timely
economic response to the in-migration (as seen in the European experience) (t"tcOee , 1967 i 22) states;
McGee
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the evidence suggests that unless national
economic development fostering urbanizalion and
industrialization concurrent with improvements in
the agricultural sector, the cities of hope will
cities of despair.

become

Thus, unless conditions in the rural areas improve, industrialization in the cities must develop dramatically to
economically absorb the migrants. In the case of the Serajganj squatters, the city they have migrated to is one that
is not experiencing industrial growth. The result is the
creation of a pool of surplus rickshaw pullers and daily labourers, and thus an excessively large informal sector. The
size of this sector causes vrages to be depressed and hours
worked to be limited. Hence, poverty is exacerbated" Economic growth, social adaption, and physiological weIl-being
are difficult to achieve when poverty is so endemic. Table
4"2 clearly indicates that with increasing length of residence, sguatters are not released from the informal sector.
Table 4"4 examines monthl-y income in Bangladeshi Taka earned
by household heads in the formaL versus the informal sectors.
This table shows how poorly paid the informal sector is"
Mean monthly income earned by a worker in the formal sector
was 1,112"34 Taka, compared to 832"19 Taka earned in the informal sector. This translates to a 25 percent differential
of earnings in the informal sector" A second test applied
to the data in Table 4"4 in order to verify that informal
secLor workers are paid substantially less than those in the
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formal sector was a Chi-square significance test.
À Ho
(nurl hypothesis) was set up stating that there is no difference in the incomes of formaL and informal sector workers" Through Chi-square calculations we find x2 = 15.99.
using 3df (degree of freedom) at the "05 confidence leve1,
the expected value is 7.81 " The Ho is rejected, and thus
the hypothesis that dispracees dependent on the urban informal sector are poorry paid in reration to formal sector
workers is validated"

TABLE 4.4

Monthly rncome as Related to Formal and rnformal occupations
Income Per Month
Occupat i on
Taka

Canadian

1

0-

Dollar
500

s01 -1 000

(
(

0-2s)

26-s0

)

Formal Percent2 Informal Percent Total
4

26

"7
( 4.7)

11

36 "2

90

51
(

1001-1500

(s1-7s)

17
(

1

501

and more

(76 and
more

)

TOTÀL

13

85

60.0

47 "2

20.0

86.7

)

19
)

(1s.3)

2

122

"3
(73e"0)

63"8

(73 "7

15

141
)

52.8

36

13"3

15

(1s"6)

( 1.7)

207

Source: Survey Data
t
2

1985 value of 1 Taka was $.05 Canadian.
CoIumn percentages are indicated in parenthesis"
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The confirmation of this hypothesis directly

relates to

Hypothesis I.

Without a dynamic economic environmeìrt, which
wouid include an expanding manufacturing sector, the displacees cannot free themselves from dependence upon informal

sector employment and its resultant poverty. The lack of
availability of employment opportunities outside of the jobs
traditionally occupied by displacees (daiIy labouring and
rickshaw pulling)
ensures continuing poverty and inhibits
adaptat i on .

To finally substantiate the outcomes of both Hypothesis I
and II, a simple correlation coefficient test was carried
out to seek the relationship strength between length of residence and monthly income per capita of household" When

correlated, not only was no significant relationship found,
but surprisingly a sJ.ightly negative coefficient emerged
(-0"036). This finding' (as verified in Hypothesis I and 1I )
indicates that Iength of residence has absolutely no effect
upon income" This observation is important, as it further
demonstrates that endemic poverty is not relinquished over
time and thus, adaptation is a process that becomes difficult to deal with"
This predicament was succinctly narrated by one of. the
case-study interviewees, namely,
Àmjad Hossain, a
4O-year-old migrant, who states:
I've been a victim of riverbank erosion I
times. Finally in 1972 I migraLed to a squatter
settlement in Serajganj. I first pulled rickshaw,
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but with my wife and 5 children I needed
employment which provided more income" Now I work
as a daily labourer in a brick factory, the money
is better but it is only seasonal work" I find
the urban environment very costly.
One day I may
achieve bank savings, something I have not had
since 1972.
4"3

HYPOTHESIS

III

_

HEALTH CONDITIONS

Informal sector einployment not only ensures poverty for
the displacees but also causes poor health" The inability
to afford latrines, tubewells or hospital care when necessary, together with lack of a balanced diet, contribute to
appalling health conditions exísting among the squatters.
Social, economic and physiological deprivation undoubtedly
results in a marked hindrance to adaption" Àside from the
inability to afford basic health care and inadequate appreciation of hygielle, adaption is further obstructed by emoFried's (1963)
tional stress caused by their relocation"
"grieving for a lost home" syndrome applies as much to Serajganj squatters as it does to those who are displaced in
connection with urban renewal in the United States. Thus, a
combination of poverty and stress has resulted in a drasÈic
deterioration in health conditions among displacees and this
consequently affects their ability to adapt.
The fact that Serajganj has

a decent medical and healthcare infrastructure intensifies the dismal situation the
squatters face. In spite of better access to medicaL and
health services, compared to their situation prior to dis-
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placement, health conditions of the squatters have declined
For example, while Bangladesh's population to
drastically"
doctor ratio is 11,000:1 (de vylder, 1975), in the town of
Serajganj, the ratio is 1 ,307 z1 (esS, 1 981 ) " Likewise, Bangladesh's (1974) ratio of population to hospital bed is
5,300:1, in Serajganj it is 778:1 (1982). $7hat becomes evident from these data is that the riverbank erosion displacees reside in an environment which possesses the urban
"Iuxury" of health care. Unfortunately, they are excl-uded
from benefitting from this resource.
À significant contribution to poor health conditions is
A proper drainage sysIack of adequate service facilities.
tem was found to be absent in the squatter settlements. The
sguatters' shacks sat on irregularly sloped plots resulting
in stagnant water during monsoon season. Nor vrere organized
garbage removal facilities found. Toilets were equally inadequate and unsanitary, latrines r.¡ere merely open pits and
In fact, 18 percent of
sewage connection was non-existant.
This compares
t.he households had no access to a latrine.
with a 1979 study of slum populations in Dhaka, Rajshahi,
Khulna and Chittagong which found that only 4 percent of the
households had no access to a latrine (Islam, 1979).
Access to controlled and clean water was also limited,

there v¡as no tap water in the Serajgang squatter settlements
and 35 percent of households did not possess access to a
tubewell. Many squatters drew water for washing, cooking
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and drinking from ponds and the river.

Those who had tube-

wells competed with numerous other households for access to
Lhem. The ratio of population to tubewell was very high,
with some servicing hundreds of househoÌds. The result is
excessive pressure on the pumps and consequently the tubewells would frequently malfunction or dry up"
The shacks squatters lived in were almost all of one room

only, and were dilapidated, overcrowded and very close together" When asked about changes to their housing conditions since arriving in the town, 80 percent of respondents
indicated experiencing deterioration while only 4 percent
had experienced an improvement.
The inability
to afford
better houses, combined with the unavailability of land for
housing and the lack of service facilities together contribute to greater incidences of ilIness.
The stress associated with relocation increases the in-

tensity of il1ness. Relocation coupled r+ith disaster deepens their stress even furLher.
Barton (1970t 38) argues
that disasters represent stress situations which occur when
members of a society fail
to receive expected conditions of
life"
The fact that Serajganj squatters are not only migrants, but are also involuntarily dislocated by a disaster,
increases their life-change and subsequent illness.
The
literature on the effect of disaster upon illness in the
remedyl period is vast (Spiegal,1957; Chapman, 1962)" HowI Powel1 and Raynor (1952)

have designated 'remedy' as the
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ever, only a few studies have investigated the nature and
occurrence of secondary illnesses on post-disaster populaMeIick (1978) examined
tions, years after the phenomena"
post-flood illnesses among white males in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania, and found that flood-respondents were significantly more likely t.o report that their health was worse
than before the flood, than were non-flood-respondents"
Scudder (.1968 ) , researching populations displaced by manmade lakes in Àfrica, reported that despite improved medical
services, mortality and morbidity rates appeared to rise"
He presumed a combination of environmental, epiderniological,
demographic (increased population densities), and psychological factors were involved" Àlso,
the stress of disaster
and/or dislocation combined with a temporary l-oss of identity in a new environment, contributes to physiological breakdown.

Table 4.5 examines various crude death rates (Con) in

Bangladesh. Considering the appalling conditions among the
squatters in Serajganj, coupled with the intense stress they
have experienced, the results, although disturbing, are not
AIso, infant mortality (rU) rates are
too surprising.
shockingly high in the squatter settlements, especially compared to national levels"
IM of 216 per 1000 represents
some

of the highest in the world"

period immediately after the disaster.
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TABLE

4

"5

Crude Death Rate in Bangladesh by Location
Source

CDR

University of Dhaka
Study of slums in 4 urban centres
(ls1am, 1979)

(per

1

,000

)

19.14

Wor1d Data Sheets,
Bangladesh ( 1 985)

17 " 00

Serajganj Squatters (1985)

27 "00

Source: Islam, (1979) ¡ Survey Data.

TÀBLE 4.6

Infant Mortality in Bangladesh by Location
Locat i on
IM (per 1,000)
Rural Àreas (1975)

162

Bangladesh (1980)

153

Bangladesh (1985)

133

Serajganj Squatters (1985)

216

Source: Population Reference Bureau (1985); UN (1981);
Survey Data"

Forty-one percent of the respondents indicated that the

health conditions of their household has deteriorated since
arriving in Serajganj.
Table 4.7 attempts to establish a
relationship between length of residence and perception of
present health status compared to health status before arriving in Serajganj "
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TABLE

4

"7

Squatters Perception of Present HeaIth Status Compared to
Health Status Before Arriving in Serajganj bV Length of Residence

Length of
Res
(

idence

Years

)

11

o/1

ment

06-

Pe

ïmprove-

18

58"1

%

.10

6"7

22

10.0

36

9.8

16

9"2

B4

44"4
(1e "2)

(15"8)

50"0
43.3 )

(47.4)

21

51 "2
(20 "2)

(21.0)

104

50"2

20

15

45

19

Ðeterioration

9"7

(15"8)

(

TOTAL

Change

(17.3)

10

16 and more

rc ept i on

No

o/

Tota

"2
(11.e)
32

31

48.9

45

40"0

90

39.0

41

40.6

207

(26 "2)

(42.e)
(1e.0)

l

Source: Survey Data

t

golumn percentages

are indicated in parenthesis"

The data from Table 4"7 show that length of residence has

almost no effect upon perception of changing health status.
Those who have been in the squatter settlements for 6-10

years show the highest incidence (48"9 percent) of perceived
health deterioration.
The differences by other years of
residence do not appear to be very significant.
One reason
for this lack of a significant relationship is that squatters remain remarkably stable in their socio-economic status
over time and that their poverty and consequent health conditions do not improve. The fact that health conditions do
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not improve is a cause and a sign of problems with adaptat.ion. More should be understood of the relationship between
subjective perception of health and illnesses on actual
health-related conditions" Also, to fully appreciate the
issue of health, a longitudinal study with periodic data
collection would be useful and valuab1e"
Another aspect worth investigat.ing is

the change of fertility among the displacees. In the agro-based rural areas,
a large family is beneficial for successful farming and economic stability.
In the urban areas, oD the other hand, the
large family is not essential and is often detrimental" In
this connection, it could be anticipated that length of residence and household size would be negatively correlated"
in a coefficient test an "unexpected" finding
However,
emerged ("1067) " This observation demonstrates that the economic stimulus and motivation for smaller families is not
present among the squatters.
wit.h high unemployment and
high cost of living, one would suppose that average family
size would decrease over the years in Serajganj. The fact
that fertility remains high concurrent'with significant infant mortality rates in the urban environment demonstrates
the inability of the displacees to shed previous rural customs" Abu-Lughod (1961) in studying migrant. adjusLment in
Egyptian cities statess "With a lower capacity for assimilation, they tend to buil-d for themselves within the city,
replica of the culture they left behind. "
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High fertility,

improper sanitation

and service facili-

ties and stress are all characteristics of the prevailing
health conditions among the displacees. Àl-so t rigorous
working conditions can effect health. Àbu Bakar, aged 19, a
squatter residing on the abandoned railway line, relates his
tale of how his health is failing while still a teenager:
In 1970 my family lost our small pJ-ot of land
and we moved to the Serajganj squatter settlements. In 1982 my father died and I was forced to
pull rickshaw to support my mother, two brothers
and sister"
After only three years of pulling, I
desperately need a new job. My health is continuously deteriorating because of the strain pulling
puts on ny body" I need a salary job with better
working conditions.
I like Serajganj and wilI
probably live here permanently but I urgently need
a healthier job"
4"4

HYPOTHESIS TV

-

PERCEPTION GÀP

The previous three sections of

this chapter dealt with
some of the economic and physiological barriers that obstruct the process of adaptation for Serajganj squatters.
Government administrators and planners are supposedly the
agents with responsibility for alleviating poverty and integrating squatters. However, there is strong evidence that
the Serajganj squatters are neglecLed by l-oca1 governmenL
agencies, who appear not to comprehend the scale or nat,ure
of their plight.
In fact, the administrators actually create barriers that make integration difficult.
Smith (1976) , in his study of environmental quality in
Windsor, Ontario found that urban residents and city plan-
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ners have a differenÈ spatial awareness of various urban environmental hazards. He argues that policy-makers are not
fully aware of some of the problems and hazards faced by the
publ ic .
Concerning the same issue, Chapin ( 1 965 ì
67 )
states: "There is a strong possibility that some planning
may reflect more the values of the city planners themselves
than of the people of the community."

Redclift (1973) claims that often in Latin American
squatter settlements, the administrators purposefully keep
squatters in poverty to maintain their political support"
The powers of patronage is often bait for political parties
to secure support among squatters in return for promises of
financial or material assistance. Some politicians succeed
in being elected mainly from the support of squatters" In
most cases, however, elected politicians create Iittle impact in improving conditions: their elections were founded
on "empty promises" (Bamberger, 1968).
It is not clear whether such political manipulations are
occurring in Serajganj, but there is clear indication that
administrators are not paying proper heed to the sguatters'
Firstly, the Serajganj Pourashava office lacked
situation.
critical demographic and spatial statistics on the squatters: their ignorance on the squatters was evident" When
asked questions concerning the displacees, their responses
were highly inaccurate. For example, they claimed that
there are approximately 500 displacees v¡ithout homes (fIoat-
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ing population) in Serajganj " Our in-depth study of Serajganj's "floating population" revealed that there are only
ÀIso, Pourashava office
as few as 10 displacee "floaters".
claimed that a small prostitution village on the outskirts
of town was heavily populated by displacee women" A survey
of the village, however, revealed that not a single prostitute is a victim of riverbank erosion. This lack of awareness of the squatters and their problems is inexcusable"
They have been a permanent component of Serajga.tj for many
decades, and their numbers are increasing.
Secondly, the Pourashava office stated that there is no
rehabilitation program for squatters. However, a rationing
program exists.
Various food items are regularly purchased
from government stores (at subsidized rates) and distributed
the squatters. Àccording to the Serajganj Upazila ReIief Office, wheat, dates, meats and cash are regularly
It does not appear that this
available for distribution.
distribution is as extensive as the Relief Office suggested.
Tab1e 4.8 shows respondent's reply to the question "have you
or your household received any form of relief since arriving
in Serajgang?"
among

Over 80 percent of households have never received assis-

An obvious question therefore emerges as to what
happens to all the relief that is allocated for squatters,
while loca1 administrators in Serajganj recognize the benefits assistance can render, they are clearly not conducting
tance.
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proper and fair distribution"

It is no secret that corruption is common among many administrators and politicians at
all levels of government, and there is a good chance that
much of the relief is ending up in the hands of some corrupt
of f ic iaLs.

TÀBLE 4.8

Number

of Households

Who Have

Since Arriving in Serajganj

Received Relief or Assistance

Frequency Percent
Have Recei ved ReIief
Have Never Received Relief

Don't

know

Total

37

17 "9

166

80 " 2

4

1"9

207

100

Source: Survey Data

rdly, there exists strong evidence that local authorities refuse to admit the permanent nature of squatters in
The fact is, however, that displacees have reSerajganj.
sided in Sera jganj for an average of 12 years, a few have
been there as long as 50 years. The survey further demonstraLes that. 89 percent, of households consider t.hemselves
permanent res idents of Serajganj. AIso , 61 percent stated
that even i f they had sufficient money to purchase land in
rural areas, they would not, for fear of repeating their
Thi
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displacement experience. It is important to stress the per-

of the displacees in Serajganj " Their condition of
destitution and their lack of options is a response of their
permanency. Yet., local authorities do not provide them with
assistance, amenities, nor with opportunities of integration, and justify this by suggesting that they are only temporary residents of Serajganj. An example of this lack of
recognition of squatters'needs can be cited in 1982, when a
Global Àsian Development Bank (Caoe) project made 71 slab
Iatrines available to the Serajganj Pourashava.
None of
these reached the squatter settlement: the area of the
greatest need in Serajganj " The Pourashava Public Health
Engineer suggests that since displacees reside on Khas (government owned) land, and because they will eventually return
to their emerged land in the rural areas, they should not
receive any of the slab latrines"
The Public Health Office
is also not authorized to sink tubewells or set up latrines
on Khas land, yet a 1969 municipal law states that all
households must have a latrine" The contradictory nature of
these two ordinances is evident. Àgain; it is the squatters
who suffer "
Another example of the authorities' lack of
concern is that while 120 people are employed by the Pourashava to clean streets,
none ever clean the area on the
abandoned railway line or on the embankment where the squatThe rational for this is again justified by the
t,ers live,
myth of the squatters non-permanence.
manence
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a broad perception gap between administrators and displacees" The formers' perception of the
reality of the squatters' situation is clouded and distorted" It can be assumed that administrators are cognizant of
the permanency of the squatters, yet they refuse to accept
them as long-standing residents" The essence of removing
the barrier and closing the perception gap should be of priThere clearly exists

mary concern.

This perceptional issue is not unique to Bangladeshi
squatters. For example, a study of favellas (slums) in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil indicated that 75 percent of males and 80
percent of females believe that the State Governor does not
give sincere help to Lhe slum population (soni1Ia, 1961) " A
significant percentage further believed that the President
of BraziI also does not "sincerely care." Similarly, a 1984
article in a Bangladeshi newspaper suggested that the people
of Serajganj believe that city officials do not care about
conditions on the embankment, and are wasting and stealing
money from the national government budget designated for improving and upgrading flood protection measures (Sangbad,
1 984 )
" The existing conflict between administrators and
squatters is a very serious issue and should not be ignored"
The displacees are not in a position to significantly help
themselves and are forced to rely on state assistance and
direction.
Unless administrators correct their view of actual conditions, and begin to pay meaningful attention to
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Èhe squatters' predicament, the squatters' process of adap-

tat.ion will

become

increasingly more difficult

and remote.

In summary, this chapter has demonstrated that riverbank
erosion displacees in Serajganj are not adapting to their
Their occupational status and health
urban environment.
conditions are testimony to this"
Also evident from this
chapter is the existence of several significant barriers
that act to hinder adjustment" The poor economic climate of
Serajganj and the administrators' perception have been cited
The following chapter (5) acts as a
as critical barriers.
summary to this study and suggests various measures for policy frame.

Chapter

V

CONCLUSI ONS

As long as riverbank erosion is a persistent problem in
Bangladesh, rural agrarian population will be displaced, and

consequently towns like Serajganj will cont,inue to receive

large numbers of involuntary migrants" The underlying goal
of this thesis has been to evaluate the migrant,s' Ievel of
adjustment and adaptation in their new urban environment.
The process of adaptation to a nelt environment is a very
complex and varied procedure.

As migrants shift

from

one

socio-cufture to another, behavioural, economic and social
characteristics useful in the original environment may prove
The migrants lose the suprnal-adaptive to the new setting.
port of socio-economic familiarities
and values that Ì{ere
built into them throughout their Iife. Kunz (1973) compares
the involuntary nature of a forced migration to a billiard
ball "ooo devoid of inner direction, their path is governed
by kinetic factors." This lack of self-control of their
lives, coupled with the new maladaptive environment, leaves
The migrant,
migrant.s in a misplaced and bewildered state,
in this unenviable condition, is forced to rely on his ner{
socio-economic environment, for support, assistance and rehaUnfortunately, in the case of Serajganj squatbilitation.
ters, this necessary support is unavailable,
7B
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This final chapter will summarize the testing of the four
hypotheses; provide recommendations for further act ion; and
suggest various directions for further research in study i ng
urban riverbank erosion displacees.
5"

1

THE HYPOTHESES

Hypothesis I examined the effect of length of residence
upon occupationat mobility designated by formal and informal

occupational status"
It was clearly demonstrated that
length of residence has little or no effect upon upward ocThis is in contrast. to the Bombay
cupational mobility"
situation, where Prakash (1983) reported that the informal
sector serves as a useful entry point for the new migrants,
who are ultimately absorbed into the formal sector. This is
not the case for the Serajganj squatters who remain in the
informal sector and show no sign of occupational improvement, a trait that is essential for adaptation and integration.
Hypothesis II tested the intensity of poverty among in-

formal sector workers and demonstrated that endemic pauperization and low vrages are maintained" The verification of
this hypothesis, combined with that of hypothesis Lt indicates that squatters are rarely able to escape poverty.
This factor is further emphasized by the fact that there exi.sts a 56 percent unemployment rate among displacees" This
significant unemploymenL raLe also attests t.o the deplorable
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economic environment. existing in Serajganj"

This in turn
reflects the difficulty to adapt, and, âs Brody (1gll ) stated: " " . . ( the) Iack of economic opportunity constitute barriers to both acculturation and economic integration."
In hypothesis III,
the relationship between the conditions of the displacees and their health (bottr real and perceived) were investigated. In respect to health status, two
important observations are noted" Firstly, chronic poverty
restricts squatters from accessing adequate health care,
sanitation and clean water. Second1y, disasters such as
riverbank erosion displacement create stressful situations
and 'post-disaster' illnesses caused either by the stress of
the phenomena itself or by the consequent relocation are
widespread. Àmong the Serajganj displacees, there is a high
incidence of ill-health
as well as many cases of perceived
health deterioration.
Àgain, the observed situation is a
clear barrier to displacee adaption, as poor health can create a resistance to cope with the environment and can serve
to hinder economic as well as social productivity.
The fourth hypothesis examined the perception gap exist-

ing between squatters and administrators regarding the prevailing conditions.
It was found that local administration's view v¡as inaccurate and t.heir treatment of the
displacees was oppressive. Due to lack of knowledge and
concern by authorities, the squatters are not receiving the
assistance they require
Appropriate intervention in such
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rehabilitation programs and construction of
such basic civic amenities as l-atrines and tubewells, is
needed to create environmenLs in which the adjustment process is fostered. This perception gap that administrators
have with regard to the squatters is undoubtedly a severe
barrier and a hindrance to their economic integration, the
reduction of their poverty,
and their general adaptation
into urban society"
areas as relief,

5

.2

POLI CY RECOMMENDATlONS

the testing of the above four hypotheses, some
policy recommendations regarding the squatters are presented" The following recommendations, although based on the
findings of the Serajganj squatter studyr mây be equally applicable to other urban areas in Bangladesh 'that are inundated with the slums and shanties of riverbank erosion disBased on

placees.
To date, it is believed that this is the first

comprehen-

sive work that examines the plight of riverbank erosion vicSince no previous studies have
tims in an urban setting.
been undertaken, it is safe to assume that government agencies or research institutions have not been in a position to
devise remedial policies" Although a muLtitude of recommendations and coping-strategies can be suggested, the nature
social and economic conditions
of Bangladesh's political,
restricts this. AIso, many of Lhe following suggestíons are
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wholly dependent on the initiative
of loca1 government
which, urìfortunately, has demonstrated a lack of effective
concern.

sets of recommendations will be presented; preventative measures and adaptive measuqgE. Preventative measures
are based on evident suggestions that may avert further displacement into the squatter settlements"
They are as folTwo

lows:
t"

Resettlement in rural- areas "

)

Controlling the erosive effect of the river.

or inefficiency of preventative measures,
adaptive measures become necessary. These following needs
are essential to speed up the adjustment process of displacees in towns and cities:

Due to failure

1.

Improvement of employment condit 10ns.

2"

Upgrading of service and sanitat ion facilities"

3"

More effectively organized 1ocal leadership.

Each of the five measures are discussed below:

Preventative measures
'1"

Resettlement in rural area:

One skil1 that almost aIl displacee households
possess is their agricultural experience. Consídering Lhis, functional initiatives can be undertaken by
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government to resettle

urban squatters on newly
emerged Çþar land within the Jamuna channels or in
However, this policy must
any other accreLed areas.
be accompanied by new and improved land tenure laws
and stricter policing to prevent iIlegal claims to
depositional land by power ful land grabbers"
2. Controlling the erosive effect of the river:
The most obvious yet least feasible solution is to
Many engicontrol the erosive nature of the river.
neering solutions have been attempted with only negIigible results" The low level of technology and the
Iack of public funds make this only a remotely feasible solution. Thus, surrendering to the fact that
riverbank erosion will not be physically controlled
in the near future, the problem of displaced population must firstly be acknowledged, and secondly, be
tackled from an urban (squatter) perspective or a rural resettlement perspective"
Àdapt ive measures
1.

ImprovemenL

of employment conditions:

The importance of the informal sector to the
The existing
squatters cannot be overemphasized.
literature on measures that might be adopted to promote and improve the informal sector has been limit-
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ed. However, the ILO (International Labour Organízation) has devised some general suggestions that appear to be applicable to the Serajganj experience"
To begin with, governments need to dispense with the
current belligerent and antagonistic attitude toward
the informal sector, and instead adopt a positive and
sympathetic posture" ÀIso, an attempt should be made
to register these small informal enterprises, thereby
generating information about them for future planning
purposes.
The government should provide training
programs aimed at shaping Lhe nature of informal acwhich would subsequently provide greater
tivities,
benefits to the city.
À major constraint to development of the informal

sector is lack of capital. Better provision of credit would permit small enterprises to expand, improve
and eventually generate more income and employment
(rodaro, 1985; 283) "
The prospects of displacees finding employment are

very low because of existing high unemployment rates"
There is an opportunity to direct cottage industries
into the squatter settlements. Labour intensive and
l-ov¡ capital operat ions such as handlooming or the
construction of bamboo agricultural implements are
within the realm of feasibility.
A1so, inter-bastee
business potentially stimulates t.he economic condi-
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2"

tions of many of the squatters" There are currently
some inter-bastee businesses such as shops, tea-houses or tailors, and they demonstrate a relati'vely successful economic and psychological stimulus"
Upgrading of service and sanitation facilities:
It

3"

has been made clear

that health conditions
among squatters are very poor" Undoubtedly, one of
the most significant contributions to this prevailing
health problem is the unsanitary conditions of latrine facilities and the lack of clean, potable water.
The authorities must acknowledge that the majority of
the displacees are in Serajganj perrnanently, hence,
basic amenities such as tubewells and latrines are
urgently required and should be considered a priority"
More effectively organized local leadership:
Finally, the squatters require better organized
Iocal leadership. They need a voice in local government offices to promote their specific local interests. The administrators need to be better sensitized to conditions in the squatter settlements, and
this can only be accomplished by stronger representation of squatters in local government. The political
participation of squatters has the potential of emphasizing their permanence in Serajganj.
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However, it should be noted that if remedial poli-

cies for current squatter areas are introduced, there
is the possibility that it will encourage more displacees to migrate to the urban areas. Thus, a 'no
win' situation is created; the improvement and upgrading of conditions for squatters will encourage
more in-migration. Therefore, it is necessary to develop rural areas concurrent with urban improvement
in order to minimize rural 'push factors'.
Much of
1 984)
existing literature (todaro, 1 985; Zaman,
agrees on the central importance of "rural development" as the key to alleviating many of the urban
problems, specifically unemployment" 1n the case of
the Serajganj displacees, the circumstances of their
from other rural to urban migrants
movement differ
because of the involuntary nature of their migration"
During typical ruraL-urban migrations, the 'pu1l' of
the city combines with the 'push' from the rural area
However, for the squatto stimulate the migration.
r iverbank erosion is a total 'push' factor
ters ,
since life in their place of origin is no longer possib1e. Therefore, if the general conditions of Bangladesh's rural areas could be improved through rural
development programs, many riverbank erosion victims
would opt to remain in ruraf areas rather than migrate to towns and c j. t ies "
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5.3

DIRECTTONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

There is much need for further research into the plight

of riverbank erosion displacees in urban areas. This current study has in no vray touched on all t.he signi f icant issues and factors that characterize the displacees' predicament. This research of riverbank erosion is basically a
pioneer work, and thus it possesses various limitations and
restrictions.
FirstIy, the study of a control group of non-riverbank
erosion displacces living in squatter settlements would be
valuable for direct comparative purposes. A similar questionnaire should also be administered to a native resident
(non-squatter) control group" Such a crucial aspect of further research would yield a better understanding of the vrays
and means displacees differ socially and economically from
non-displacees" with this knowledge, policy coul-d be directed toward the areas of greatest need.
À second direction for further research should be the examination of squatters through a diochronic view" By examining the same displacee household over time, those who move
out of the squatter settlements can be closely scrutinized"
Especially when studying the effect that length of residence
has upon displacees' adaptation, a longitudinal method would
prove to be very worthwhile, since it would yield a comprehensive temporal dat.a base that can provide a solid foundation for the development of a more in-depth policy frame.
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Since occupational mobility and improvement is generally
acknowledged as an important factor in Lhe adaptation pro-

cess, a more in-depth investigation into the economic environment of Serajganj is desirable. Thus, it is necessary to
evaluate the economic resources of the town, and more specifically where and what the barriers are that hinder occupational mobility.
Here again, a comparison between Serajganj and other third world cities would provide useful
insight into the economic resources that promoLe occupationa1 mobility.
further suggestion for future research is the need to
better understand the existing conflict and perception gap
that is evident between administrators and squatters. The
potential for the administrators to assist the displacees
wittr the general integration process is great, yet a distinct barrier prevents this from happening. Research must
be directed at ways to educate and sensitize local authorities to the needs and permanency of the squatters" Then,
research could be concentrated on how administrators can
work with, and not against squatters to promote adaptation
One

and adjustment

"

It is clear that riverbank erosion displacees have not
received Lhe cfose attention they deserve from researchers.
FinaIly,
focus of research cannot afford to ignore the
socio-economic conditions of the wider ruraf society.
The
most basic approach to solving the problem of urban poverty

B9

for both displacees and other rural to urban migrants - is
by not confining research at the urban end, but to consider
the broader rural-urban spectrum
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URBAN SURVEY: Sera.'iqan.i

Have you ever been d'ispìaced from

erosi

the rural areas by rjverbank

on?
YES

NO

Locati on:

Interview

TMBANKMENT

number:

Household number:

Interviewer:
Checked by:

OLD RIVER

BED

ABANDONED

RAiL

LINE
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PART

ONE:

ICONOMIC

SURVEY

ïhe fjrst part of the jntervjew wjll focus on the
istics of your household.
(00

NOT PROMPT

l.

How many

(PROMPT

/

2.

would

l^le

ing

/

economi

c character-

STNGLE RESPONST)

persons

in your

household work?

MULTTPLt RTSPONST)

like to look at the current

members

of your

occupations

of all the vrork-

household.

- (Per day )

Person

-

I n come

From which
Year

Note: If paid 'in KiND (cloth'ing, food, etc. ) state so jn income
but attempt to ascerta'in annual va I ue of payment in Tat<a.
(PROMPT

/

column,

MULTTPLE RTSPONSE)

3. Prior to being disp'laced

by riverbank erosjon, what were the prìncìpaì and secondary sources of income of your household?

Form

Principaì
Secondary

0ther

of

Empl oyment

Income ( Current

va I ue

)

9B

(DO NOT PROMPT / SINGLE RTSPONSE)

4.

How many

persons were

in

your household

prior to displacement

from riverbank eros ion?
HOl^l MANY?

DON'T

KNOW

/ MULTIPLE RESPONSE)
5. We will now ask you about the ways you spend the income that your
household earns. Can you pìease ììst your annual expenditures?
(PROMPT

Sectors

of

Expendìtures

Amount Tk.

Food (exclud'inq Eìd
Cl

othinq (excludin

Eid

Fue I

construction and re alr

Housi
Hea I

th

Education
Rent
Tran sp or ta t i on
E

i

En

d/Puja

terta

i nmen

t

Other ( specif

0ther (soecif
A = per

annum;

M

-

per month;

D = per day.
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/

(PROMPT

6.

MULTIPLE RESP0NSE

you pìease

)

ist the repìacement value of

household assets
you now possess and which ones were brought with you when
dispìaced?
Can

I

Current Househol d
Asset

Value
Number

Ta ka

If brought with you at
time of dìsplacement
Yes

No

Bicvcle
Motorbi ke
Ri ckshaw

rt
Boa t
Ca

Radi o

Tool s

Sewinq Mach.ine

Livestock: a.

Dwel I

0the

b.

Goats

c.

Ch'ickens

i

s or parts of

ecif

r

(PROMPT

7.

Cows

/

MULTIPLT RISPONSE)

you please teìì us vlhat assets'in Taka and number did you ìose
when you were disp'laced by ri verban k eros'ion?
Can

(next page..)

100

(cont'd.

7.

.

I tern

Number

Taka

House/Structure
Househol

d durabl

Livestock: a.

es

Cows

b.

Goats

c.

Chickens

Land (decimals
Trees

0ther
None

( PROMPT

/

B.

you sti'l

Do

0n

MULTTPLE RTSPONSE)

ì owrì any ì and jn the rural areas ( i. e. , st'il I
ìand), if so, what do you do with it?

pay taxes

HAVE NO LAND

Amou

Lease

out

Lease

out without

S

ha

wi

th

rec

Kod

Cultivate it
Abandoned
Su bme

rged

Not cultivable

nt dec'imal

s

Revenue
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(PROMPT

9.

/

SINGLE RESPONST)

Did you

seìl any'ìand

when

you

left the rural areas, if so, how

much?

DID

YOU SELL ANY LAND

DID SELL:
Decimal

s

Val

ue (Taka)

r02
PART

Tl./0:

SOCIAL

SURVEY

part of this survey we would like to ask you questions
on some overall socjal conditions you are experiencìng in Serajgani.

In the

second

(PROMPT

10.

/

MULTTPLT RESPONSE)

As a result
household's

of

displacement, has there been changes'in your
well being since coming to Serajganj?

roved

No

Deteri orated

Cha

ofE
In

come

Housin

tducati on
Heal

th

of Chi I dren

Faci l i t'ies

Fam'ilv Cohesion

0ther ( soecif

(pnoNpr

ll.

/

StNGLE RtsPoNSt)

In your opinion, how do the local peop'le react to your
settl ement i n the present ì ocaì 'ity?
(

cr

].
2.
3.
4.

RCLE )

HOSTILE

GO TO IZ

FRIENDLY

G0 T0

INDi FFTRENT

G0 T0 13

OTHER ( spec

i fy)

G0

T0

l3

13

permanent

r03
(PROMPT

/

MULTIPLE RTSPONSE)

12. If hostiìe, why do you think they are?
(CIRCLE)

].
2.
3.
4.
5.
(pRo¡rpr

13.

LOCALS THINK

THTY LOOK

ARI

l^lE

DOl,lN

OTHER

(specify)

0THER

(specìfy)

OTHER

(specify)

ENCROACHING ON

THTIR LIVING SPACI

ON US BECAUSE I,lE ARE

POOR

/

srNGLt RESPoNSt)
Do you think you can cope

with urban living?

(CIRCLE)

1.
2.
3.

YES

G0 T0 i4

N0

G0 T0 15

DON'T

(D0 NOT PROMPT

14.

If

yes,

G0 T0 16

KNOl^l

/

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

why?

(clnclr)

1.
?.
3.
4.
5.

GRIATER MOBILiTY
LOCAL ASSOCIATION;
URBAN AMENITITS

JOB OPPORTUNITITS

0THtR (specify)

KINSHIP

104

(D0 NOT PROMPT
ì 5.

If

,no,

/

MULTIPLT RESPONSE)

why?

(crRcLE)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FINANCIAL INAB IL ITY
I,lE HAVE LiTTLE ASSOCIATION l^lITH LOCAL PEOPLE
NO URBAN

0THER

SKILLS FOR

(specify)

OTHER ( speci

fy)

(D0 NOT PR0MPT / STNGLE

16.

Do

EMPLOYMENT

RESPONSE)

you thi nk you w'il

I

remain here permanentìy?

(crRcLE)

I.
2.
3.

YES

G0

T0 l7

N0

G0

T0 l8

DON'T

(D0 NOT PROMPT

17.

If

yes,

G0 T0 19

KNOW

/

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

why?

(crRCLE)

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N0 PLACE T0 G0; N0 LAND
WILL NOT FIND A JOB

ELSEWHERE

TLSEWHERE

PROXIMITY TO URBAN AMENITIES
MY FRIENDS AND FAMILY ARE
OTHER ( spec'i

fy

)

HTRE

105

(00 NOT PROMPT / MULTTPLT RTSPONST)

ì8.

If no, why?
(crRCLr)

]. NO URBAN SKILLS FOR EMPLOYMTNT
2. FRIENDS AND FAMILY DO NOT LIVI HERE
3. MY LAND I4AY RE-TMTRGE
4. I l,llLL EVINTUALLY ACQUIRE MY RE-EMTRGED LAND
5. UNCTRTAINTY; AUTHORITITS MAY ASK US TO LEAVE AT ANYTiME

6.

OTHtR

(PROMPT

/

19. If

I

(specify)

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

and was made ava'i I abl

moving, would you

settle

given to you for
one of the fol lowing

e and ass'istance
permanentìy

in

was

places?
(ciRcLE)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NEARBY CHAR

IN THE JAMUNA

OTHIR CHAR AREA
RESETTLE TO OTHTR URBAN ARTA
ON AGRICULTURAL LAND
ON AGRICULTURE LAND

IN THiS

IN

UPAZILA

SOME OTHER UPAZILA

6. IN RTHABILITATION AREAS IN CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS
7. iN REHABILITATION AREAS IN COASTAL CHARS

B.

DO NOT WANT TO

SITTLI

ANYWHIRT ELSE
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(00

NOT PROMPT

/

STNGLE RTSPONSE)

20. if

you had enough savings, and were able to acquire land in
rural area, would you consider returning?

a

(crRCLE)

I.
2.
3.

YTS
N0

DON'T

(D0 NOT PROMPT

21.

Do

KNOI^J

/

STNGLE RESPONSE)

you have any plan

to

rebu'ild

or reconstruct your present house?

(crRCLE)

I.
2.
3.

YIS

c0 T0

N0

G0 T0 23

DON'T

(D0 NoT pRoupr

22. If

yes,

G0 T0 24

KNOI,J

/

22

MULTTpLE RESpoNSE)

why?

(crRCLE)

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T00

OLD

NEED REPAIRS; PROTECTION FROM
NOT

BIG ENOUGH;

NEEDS MORE SPACE

l^lE WANT TO MOVE TO

0THER

(specify)

RAiN, l^liNDS,

A

NTl^l AREA

ETC.

r07

(00 NOT PR0MPT
23.

If
(

cr

MULTIPLT RESP0NSE)

why?

RCLE )

I.
2.

THiS HOUST

3.
4.
5.

0THER

(PROMPI

24.

no,

/

IS

SUFFICIENI

CAN NOT AFFORD TO RTBUILD OR RICONSTRUCT

(specify)

0THER (spec'ify)
OTHER

/

(specify)

SINGLE RESPONST)

your household received any form of relief assjstance when you
were dispìaced, or since you have been displaced?
Has

(crRCLE)

I.
2.
3.

(PR0MPT

25.

YES

G0 T0 25

N0

G0 T0 27

DON'

/

T

KNOW

MULTIPLE RtSPONSE)

What was,

olis currently given?

(ciRCLE)

I.
2.

MONTY

3.

HOUSING MATTRIALS

4.

OTHtR (specìfY)

FOOD RATIONING

G0 T0 27

l0B

(oo ¡ror

PRoMPT

/

STNGLE RESPoNSE)

?6. In your op'inìon,

has

this rel ief

assistance been

enough?

(crRcLE)

I.
2.
3.

(

D0 NOT

27.

YES

N0

DON'T

PROMPT

KNOW

/

srNGLE RESPONSE)

Does your household

contain the

same members

ment?

(crRCLr)

I.
2.
3.

GO

N0

G0 T0 30

DON'T

G0 T0 30

KNOl,J

(PROMPT

/

28. If

peop'le have been added:

MULTiPLE RESPONSI)

Relationship

t.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

TO 28

YTS

to

household head:

as before

dì sp'lace-

109

(PROMPT

/

29. If

household members have

MULTiPLE RESPONSE)

left:

NO ONE HAS LEFT

Relationsh'ip to

S

Household

Pe

Head

e pa

rated

rman en

Separated
Temporari

t'ly

ly

Desti nat'i on
Seraj qanj
n
Out

(Check)

(PROMPT

/

30.

you

Do

STNGLE RES PONS

have

often do you

any

I

)

relatives

visit

still ìiving in rural areas, if

them?

(CIRCLE)

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

REGULARLY (ONCE

INFREQUENTLY

(

A

A

M0NTH)

FEt,l TIMES

EID/PUJA
FUNERALS/¡4ARRIAGTS
HARVEST

NOT AT ALL
NO RELATIVES

IN

RURAL AREA

A

YTAR)

so,

how

110

(PROMPT

/

31. If

they visit you, how often?

SINGLT RESPONSE)

(crRCLr)

].
2.
3.
4.
5.

(pnoNpr

REGULARLY

INFREQUENTLY

EID
FUNERALS/MARRIAGES

NOT AT ALL

/

MULTIPLT RtSPoNSE)

you have any close relatives 'in the rural area,
do they own?

32. If

Dec

( crRcLE )

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

much I and

imal s

Ol,lN LAND

CULTIVATE ( i.e., OWNTD, LEASED KOT)
0THER

(specify)

DON'T

KNOI,I

RELATIVES IN THE RURAL AREA DON'T HAVI LAND
NO CLOSE RELATIVES IN THE RURAL AREAS

(D0 NOT PROMPT

33.

how

/

SINGLE RESPONSE)

you have access (i.e., they may se'll or let you cul tj vate)
to your close relatives' land?
Do

(crRcLr)

I.
2.
3.

YES

N0

DON'T

KNOl,l

111

(

D0 NOT

34.

/

PROMPT

SINGLE RESPONSE)

Does your househol

d recei ve

remi ttances?

(crRcLE)

I.
2.
3.

YIS

G0 T0 34

N0

G0 T0 35

DON'T

G0 T0 35

KNOl^l

(PROMPT

/

35. if

your household does receive remittances:

in

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

Bangl adesh

Out of

Rem'i

l^lhere?

(D0 NOT PROMPT /
How many

Taka

Length of
Time Re-

Relation to
Househol d Head cei ved

Bang ì adesh

36.

Amount'in

tter' s

i

nual I

STNGLE RESPONSE)

building structures does your household

have?

(crRCLE)

I.
2,
3.
4.

ONE

Tl,lO
THREE
FOUR

(D0 NOT PROMPT / STNGLE

37.

How many roorns do

structures)

RESP0NST)

you have

?
N UMB

ER

rr-

egu I arl

all together (in a1ì your household

TTz

(D0 NOT PROMPT
JÕ.

Do any of

/

STNGLE RESP0NST)

your structures

a corrugated iron roof?

have

( cTRCLE )

].
2.

(PROMPT

39.

YIS
N0

/

SINGLE RESPONSE)

What

is the ownership status of your present homestead?

(crRcLE)

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

0l,lNtD
RENTED
KOT

LEASE

PERMITTED FRIE OCCUPANCT

LIVING l.lITHOUT
OTHER

(specify)

PERMI SS I ON

(

SQUATT I NG )

113

PART THREE: MIGRATION

l^le

H

I STORY

are now going to ask you some questjons about your dispìacement

experi ences.

/

(PROMPT

40.

STNGLT RTSPONSE)

How many

times in your

ìife

have you been displaced by

river-

bank eros'ion?
NUMBIR

/

(PR0MPT

41.

you recall the earljest dispìacement?

Can

/

(PROMPT

42.

STNGLE RESPONSE)

STNGLE RTSPONSE)

What was

/

(PROMPT

the most recent

MULTIPLE RESP0NSE )

43. Where d.id you

move

@
Most recent
Earl

iest

(PROMPT

44.

/

dì spì acement?

durjng your displacements
From

@

To

Di stance

of

Move

move

move

STNGLE RESPONSE)

How many

different resjdences

Seraj ganj

?

have you had s'ince

first arriv'ing

in

114

(00 NOT PROMPT / MULTTPLt RTSP0NSE)

the options you considered at the time of your ìast
dispìacement due to rjverbank erosion?
What were

45.

(crRcLE)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.

(D0 NOT

46.

EVACUATE HOMISTEAD
MOVT TO

THI

URBAN ARIAS

BUiLD NEl,l HOMTSTTAD IN

OI^JN

LAND ELSIWHTRT

MOVE TO MAINLAND RURAL AREAS
MOVE TO CHAR AREAS
MOVE

TO EMBANKMENT OR OTHER AREA OF FRET

DID NOT CONSIDTR ANY
OTHER

OPTIONS

(specify)

0THER ( specì

PROMPT

OCCUPANCY

/

fy)

MULTTpLE RESPONSE)

Give reasons why you chose the current destjnation?
(crRCLE)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
I

I.

Í'4ATERIAL SUPPORT FROM RELATIVES/FRIENDS
BETTER

J0B 0PP0RTUNITIES/I.IAGES

EXISTENCE OF KHAS LAND

AVAILABILITY OF LAND TO BE LEASED
FOLLOWED NEiGHBOURS

FOOD RATIONING SYSTTM
SCOPE FOR EDUCATION

FACILITIES IOR

AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAL FACILITIES
OTHtR ( speci

fy)

OTHER ( specify)

DON'T

KNOl,l

CHILDREN

115

/

(oo NOT PROMPT
47.

l,ihy

MULTIPLI RESPONSE)

did you not

move

to a more dístant area when you were ìast

di sp'laced?

(crRcLr)

].
2.

I
BECAUSE I
BTCAUSE

DID NOT

I
BECAUSE I

BECAUSE

ACCESS

LAN D

Al^lAY

HAD TIES l,lITH LOCAL

SAI'4AJ

HOPED MY LAND WOULD RE-TMERGT AND

I

I^JOULD HAVT

TO iT

6.

I
BICAUSI I

7.

COULDN'T ATTORO TO

8.

0THER ( specify)

5.

TO LEAVE MY ANCESTRAL

THOUGHT JOB OPPORTUNITIES I,JOULD BE BETTIR HERE

THAN FARTHER

3.
4.

WANT

BECAUSE

HAD ACCISS

TO

LAND

iN THIS AREA

HAD NO TIME TO CONSIDIR AN ALTTRNATIVE PLACE
MOVE

FURTHER

9. OTHER (specify)
IO. DON'T
KNOl^l

(D0 NOT PROMPT

48.

/

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

Give some reasons why you did not remain

in the rural

(:OIRCLE)

]. LOST ALL MY LAND
2. iF MY LAND RE-EMERGES I MAY NOT GTT
3. NO JOB OPPORTUNITIES
4. NO KHAS LAND
5. NTIGHBOURS LEFT
6. MY LAND MAY NEVER RE-EMERGE
7. NO l^lAY TO SUPPORT FAMILY
B. DON'T
9. OTHER (speci fy)
KNOl^l

IT

BACK

areas?

116

(oo NOT PROMPT / SINGLE RESPONSE)
49.

l.Iho took

the decision to

(crRcLr)

I. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
2. l^ll FE
3. BOTH
4. PARTNTS
5. FRIENDS
6. SAMAJ
7. NEIGHBOURS
B. LOCAL LTADERS
9. OTHER ( speci fy)
10. DON'T
KNOl^l

move

to Serajganj?

TT7

PART

l^le

FOUR:

are now going to ask you

(pRoNpT

50.

/

Can

DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

some

questions about your household structure.

MULTIPLE RESPONST)

your household afford to use the folìowing fac'ilitjes:
Yes

I.

HOSPITAL

2.
3.
4.

(PROMPT

51.

I'lo

MOBILE HTALTH UNIT
PARAMEDIC
SCHOOL

/

MULTIPLI RTSPONSE)

Does

your household have

access to

the following:
Yes

No

TUBEl,lELL

LATRIN

(PROMPT

52.

/

How

E

STNGLE RESPONSE)

often do you or any members of your household go to the

mov i ehou se?
( CI RCLE )

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

APPROXIMATELY ONCT

A

WEIK

APPROXIMATELY

A

MONTH

ONCE

APPROXIMATELY ONCE EVERY FEl,l MONTHS
APPROXIMATELY
NEVTR

DON'T

KNOW

ONCE

A

YEAR

118

(PROMPT

53.

/

How

SINGLE RISPONSI)

often do nrembers of your household eat meat?

(crRCLE)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(PROMPT

54.

SEVTRAL TIMES
ONCE

A

WIEK

ONCE

A

MONTH

A

l^lEEK

ONLY DURING TID
NEVER

/

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

Have there been any deaths 'in your househol

and

if so, tell

us about

Relation to Household

(PROMPT

/

d

dur jn

g the 'last year,

them?

Head

Cau se

MULTIPLT RESPONSE)

55. If

you were still in the rural area and had land to cultjvate,
what would be the optimal number of chiìdren you would have?
TOTAL
HOl^l MANY SONS?

HOI,I MANY DAUGHTTRS

?

119

(PR0MPT

56.

/

MULTTPLE RESPONST)

ììving jn the cìty,
opt'ima I number of ch j I dren to have?
But now you are

what do you

think is

TOTAL
HOl^l I'/IANY SONS?

HOl,l MANY DAUGHTIRS?

(D0 NOT PROMPT

57.

If

/

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

you noþ, consider a smaller famiìy more desirable,

why?

(crRCLE)

].
2.
3.
4.
5.

DON'T NEED EXTRA HANDS FOR AGRICULTURAL

LIVING QUARTERS ARE ALREADY TOO

l^lORK

CROÌ^JDED

TOO EXPENSiVE TO FEED CHILDREN
OTHER ( specify)
OTHER ( specify)

/

(D0 NOT

PROMPT

58. If

you now consider

l.

SPECI FY

2.

SPTCIFY

3.

SPICIFY

4.

SPECI FY

5.

SPECIFY

MULTTpLE RESPONSE)

a 'larger famiìy

more

desirable,

why?

an

120

(00 NOT PROMPT
59.

Do you

SINGLT RESPONSE)

any knowìedge of fami ìy planning

have

YES

GO

T0

60

NO

GO

T0

63

(D0 NOT PROMPT

60.

/

What

/

(

bi

rth control ) ?

MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

are the sources

of

information?

(crRcLr)

I.
?.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FAMILY PLANNING
RADIO

T .U .

NEIGHBOURS

RTLATIVES
FRIENDS
BILLBOARDS

OTHER ( specify)

(D0 NOT PR0MPT

61.

/

I^lORKER

/

SiNcLE

Did you practice

RTSPONSE)

birth control before arriv'ing 'in Serajganj?

(crRCLE)

I.
2.
3.
4.

ALWAYS

SOME OF THE TIMT
NEVER

NOT APPLICABLE

tzI
(00 NOT PROMPT / SINGLT RESPONSE)
62.

Do you

presentìy practice bjrth control?

(crRCLE)

I.
2,
3.
4.

ALWAYS

SOME OF THT

TIMI

NEVER

NOT APPLICABLT

(D0 NOT PR0MPT / STNGLE

RESP0NST)

63. Do you believe that the problem of poverty in Bangladesh
because there
(

ci

I.
2.
3.

are too

is

many peopìe?

RCLE )
YES

N0

DON'T

KNOl,l

/

(D0 NOT

PROMPT

64..

believe that the probìem of land shortage in Bangladesh
because there are too many people?

STNGLE RESPONSE)

Do you

is
(

cr RCLE)

I.
2.
3.

YES
N0

DON'T

KNOl^l

t?2

(pnompr

65.

/

MULTTpLt RESpoNSE)

The last sectjon of this survey requests
each member of your household.

Person's

some

information about

MorF

name:

Person's number:
(crRcLE)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
]0.
I I.

HOUSEHOLD HEAD

12.

GRANDAUGHTER

/

13.

GRAN DFATHT R

SON

14.

GRANDMOTHIR

DAUGHTER

15.

SON- IN-LAl^l

BROTHER

16.

DAUGHTER-IN-LAl^l

SiSTER

17.

BROTHER- I N-LAl^l

HOUSTHOLD HEAD'S FATHER

lB.

S

HOUSEHOLD HIAD'S MOTHER

19.

OTHER RELATIVE

SPOUSI'S

FATHER

20.

LODGTR

SPOUSE'S

MOTHER

21.

SERVANT

22.

OTHER (SPECTFY)

SP0USE

WLFE

GRANDSON

Person's

Marital Status:

Age:

Educati on:
(crRCLE)

r.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

cHrLD

(0

I STIR- I N- LAl,l

-

5 YRS. 0LD)

PRIMARY
STCONDARY

HIGHTR

OTHtR (MADRASHA, V0CATIONAL...
ILLITERATT

)

